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Chapter 1IntrodutionIn this work we survey some �elds of nonparametri statistis, namely regres-sion funtion estimation, pattern reognition and funtional estimation. Inall ases we have a random variable with unknown distribution. Our aim isto estimate a harateristis determined by the distribution. The estimationis based on independent samples drawn from the distribution. In order tomeasure the goodness of an estimate, we have a loss funtion de�ned in thepartiular models. We are mostly interested in the asymptoti behaviour ofthe expeted loss.For all of these problems we have universal onsisteny, that is, we haveestimates for whih the loss tends to zero in some sense for all distributions.But it turns out that there are no suh estimates, for whih the expetedloss tends to zero with a guaranteed rate of onvergene for all distributions.Hene the rate of onvergene of any estimate an be arbitrary slow for a\bad" distribution.In order to get rate-of-onvergene results, we have to restrit ourselvesto a lass of distributions instead of allowing every distribution. For ertainlasses suh rates of onvergene are known. In many ases they are alsoproven to be optimal by orresponding lower bounds for the expeted loss.Suh an optimal rate of onvergene determines the rate of onvergene ofthe worst-ase expeted loss of the best estimate.However, theoretially, the rate of onvergene of the worst-ase expetedloss an be di�erent from that of the expeted loss for every single distribu-tion. For example, it is possible that while the worst-ase expeted losstends to zero only at a polynomial rate, the rate is exponential for every sin-gle distribution. The former will be alled minimax approah, the latter as2



1. Introdution 3individual approah. We are onerned with reent results of the individualapproah, espeially extending the earlier minimax-rate results to individualrates.More formally, let X be a random vetor variable taking values from aset X � Rd. The distribution of X is unknown. We would like to guessor estimate a harateristis P of the distribution of X. Its value an bereal, a funtion or even a distribution. As an input we are given indepen-dent samples X1; : : : ; Xn. The estimate is a funtion Pn on X n assigning apossible value of P to every partiular sample sequene (X1; : : : ; Xn). Wehave a nonnegative loss funtion l(�; �) (a metri or not). The loss l(Pn; P )measures the goodness of an estimate. We are interested in the onvergeneof l(Pn; P ) to zero. (For example, in the ase of regression analysis, therandom variable is the pair (X; Y ), the harateristis is the regression fun-tion m(x) = EfY jX = xg, and the loss funtion is the mean square errorl(m0; m) = Ef(m0(X) � m(X))2g, see Setion 2.1.) Heneforth we assumemeasurability where needed.Definition 1.1. An estimate Pn is alled (strongly) onsistent for adistribution of X ifEl(Pn; P )! 0 (l(Pn; P )! 0 a.s.)(where a.s. means almost surely). An estimate Pn is alled (strongly) uni-versally onsistent if it is (strongly) onsistent for all possible distributionsof X. 2Both onsisteny and strong onsisteny imply weak onsisteny, that is,l(Pn; P )! 0 in probability:As we will see in our problems, usually we have universally onsistent esti-mates (see, e.g., (2.2) for the regression analysis).The next question is whether there are estimates with the expeted losstending to zero at a spei�ed rate for all distributions. Disappointingly, in



1. Introdution 4many ases, suh estimates do not exist. The �rst kind of negative resultsshows that for any estimate and for any (or in�nitely many) �xed n, thereexists a distribution suh that the expeted loss is larger than some �.Another question is whether a ertain universal rate of onvergene isahievable for some estimate. For example, the previous kind of results donot exlude the existene of an estimate suh that for all n, El(Pn; P ) �=n for all distributions, for some onstant  depending upon the atualdistribution. The next kind of negative results is that this annot be thease. These slow-rate-of-onvergene results state that the expeted loss ofany estimate is larger than (say) bn = = log log logn for every (or in�nitelymany) n for some distribution, even if may depend on the distribution. If weallow all distributions, the rate of onvergene of any sequene of estimatesan be arbitrary slow, that is, given a sequene fbng tending to zero, forevery sequene of estimates there is a distribution suh that El(Pn; P ) > bnfor every (or in�nitely many) n (see, e.g., Theorem 2.1 for the regressionanalysis).Thus, in pratie, no estimate ensures small loss, unless the atual distri-bution is known to be a member of a restrited lass. Rate-of-onvergenestudies for partiular estimates must neessarily be aompanied by ondi-tions onX. Under ertain regularity onditions it is usually possible to obtainupper bounds for the rates of onvergene of El(Pn; P ) for some estimates.Then it is natural to ask what the fastest ahievable rate is for the givenlass of distributions. A minimax theory was worked out by Stone (1982) forregression funtion estimation. For related results on the general minimaxtheory of statistial estimates see, for example, Ibragimov and Khasmiski-i (1980), (1981), (1982), Bretangole and Huber (1979), Birg�e (1983), andKorostelev and Tsybakov (1993).To formulate these onepts introdue the following notations:Definition 1.2. For a lass D of distributions and a sequene fang of pos-



1. Introdution 5itive numbers let lmm(D; fang) def= lim supn!1 infPn supX2D El(Pn; P )an(for the minimax rates), andlind(D; fang) def= inffPng supX2D lim supn!1 El(Pn; P )an(for the individual rates), where the in�mum is taken over all estimates (orsequenes of estimates), while the supremum is taken over all distributionsin D. 2The obvious relation among these quantities is:lmm(D; fang) � lind(D; fang) :If the worst ase expeted loss of the best estimate has order of magnitude an,then its onstant oeÆient is lmm(D; fang). (Moreover, lmm(D; fang) = 0 orlmm(D; fang) =1 mean that the order of magnitude is less or greater thanfang, respetively.)lind(D; fang) is the onstant oeÆient of an in the order of magnitude ofthe expeted loss in ase of the worst �xed distribution and the best sequeneof estimates. (Now lind(D; fang) = 0 means that for the best sequene ofestimates for every distribution the order of magnitude is less than fang,while lind(D; fang) = 1 means that for every sequene of estimates for theworst distribution the order of magnitude is greater than fang.)Assume �rst that D ontains all possible distributions. We realize thatuniversal onsisteny means thatlind(D; f1g) = 0 ;where f1g stands for the sequene of onstant 1. The weaker kind of negativeresult above means that lmm(D; f1g) > 0 :



1. Introdution 6The slow-rate result means that for every positive sequene fbng tending tozero lind(D; fbng) =1 :Definition 1.3. A positive sequene fang is alled minimax lower rateof onvergene for the lass D iflmm(D; fang) > 0 : 2In many ases the limes superior in the de�nition of lmm(D; fang) ouldbe replaed by limes inferior or in�mum, beause the lower bound for theminimax loss holds for all (suÆiantly large) n.Call fang a minimax upper rate of onvergene for the lass D iffor some Pn lim supn!1 supX2D El(Pn; P )an <1 ;that is, if supX2D El(Pn; P ) = O(an), and all it a minimax optimal rateof onvergene for the lass D if it is both minimax upper and lower rateof onvergene (see, e.g., (2.3) and Theorem 2.2 for the regression analysis).In some sense, lower bounds in minimax form are not satisfatory. Theydo not tell us anything about the way the loss dereases as the sample size isinreasing for a given distribution. These bounds, for eah n, give informa-tion about the maximal error within the lass, but not about the behaviourof the loss for a single �xed distribution as the sample size n inreases. Inother words, the \bad" distribution, ausing the largest error for an estimate,may be di�erent for eah n. For example, the existene of a polynomial min-imax lower rate does not exlude the possibility that there exists a sequeneof estimates fPng suh that for every distribution of X the expeted errorEl(Pn; P ) dereases at an exponential rate in n. Indeed, there are suh exam-ples in Chapter 3. We are interested in \individual" minimax lower boundsthat desribe the behavior of the loss for a �xed distribution of X as thesample size n grows.



1. Introdution 7Definition 1.4. A positive sequene fang is alled individual lower rateof onvergene for the lass D iflind(D; fang) > 0 : 2A slightly di�erent, but essentially equivalent, de�nition requires that forsome  > 0 for all sequenes fPng, there exists a �xed distribution of Xsuh that El(Pn; P ) � an for in�nitely many n. In some ases the limessuperior in the de�nition of lind(D; fang) ould be replaed by limes inferioror in�mum, beause the lower bound for the loss of the worst distributionholds for all (suÆiantly large) n.Call fang an individual upper rate of onvergene for the lass Dif for proper fPng supX2D lim supn!1 El(Pn; P )an <1 ;whih implies only that for every distribution in D, El(Pn; P ) = O(an),possibly with di�erent onstants. Call fang an individual optimal rateof onvergene for the lass D if for every sequene fbng tending to zerofan=bng is an individual upper and fbnang is an individual lower rate ofonvergene (see, e.g., Theorem 2.3 for the regression analysis).To be minimax upper rate is stronger than to be individual upper rate,and to be individual lower rate is stronger than to be minimax lower rate.It is a reasonable aim to extend minimax lower bounds to individual lowerbounds. As we will see, the extension is possible for many important lasses.Certainly, all lower rate results still hold if we inrease the lass by leavingsome ondition on the distributions.Now the �rst kind of negative result means that the sequene f1g is aminimax lower rate of onvergene for the lass of all distributions, while theslow-rate result means that every sequene tending to zero is an individuallower rate of onvergene for this lass.Let us mention some earlier individual lower bounds for the sake of illus-tration:



1. Introdution 8The �rst example in this respet ould be the problem estimating a dis-tribution funtion F (x) on X = Rd (d � 1), that is, the harateristis ofthe distribution is F and the loss is the supremum norml(Fn; F ) = supx2Rd jFn(x)� F (x)j :Here the uniform onvergene of the empirial distribution funtion Fn(x),that is, the Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem holds for all F (x):limn!1 supx2Rd jFn(x)� F (x)j = 0 a.s.; (1.1)and also there is a , suh that for all F (x)El(Fn; F ) � sdn ;that is, we have strong universal onsisteny, and f1=png is a minimax upperrate of onvergene for the lass of all distributions. The Glivenko-CantelliTheorem is really distribution-free, and the onvergene in Kolmogorov-Smirnov distane means uniform onvergene, so virtually it seems that thereis no need to go further. However, if, for example, in a lassi�ation problem(see Chapter 3) one wants to use empirial distribution funtions for twounknown ontinuous distribution funtions for reating a kind of likelihoodtest, then these estimates are useless. It turns out that we should look forstronger error riteria.For this purpose it is obvious to onsider the total variation as a lossfuntion: if � and � are probability measures on Rd then the total variationof � and � is de�ned byl(�; �) = V (�; �) = supA j�(A)� �(A)j ;where the supremum is taken over all Borel sets A.However, if � stands for the ommon distribution of fXig and �n denotesthe empirial distribution then for nonatomi �V (�; �n) = 1 a.s.,



1. Introdution 9so the empirial distribution is a bad estimate in total varition.One may expet to �nd a more sophistiated sequene f��ng of distributionestimates of � whih is (strongly) universally onsistent in total variation:limn!1V (�; ��n) = 0 a.s.Theorem 1.1. (Devroye and Gy�orfi (1990)) Given any sequene ofdistribution estimators f��ng there exists a probability measure � for whihV (�; ��n) > 0:5 for all n a.s. 2This implies lind(D; f1g) � 0:5. This negative �nding means that the totalvariation is a muh stronger error riterion than the Kolmogorov-Smirnovdistane and it is impossible to onstrut a distribution estimate with uni-versal onsisteny in total variation. For meaningful results either the lassof sets, over whih the supremum is taken in the de�nition of l(�; �), or thelass of permitted distributions must be restrited.If the lass of sets is between the two extreme ases mentioned above (onlythe otants and all Borel sets in Rd, respetively), then the elebrated theoryof Vapnik and Chervonenkis yields that for Vapnik-Chervonenkis lasses (seeSetion 3.4) the situation is the same as for Kolmogorov-Smirnov distane.We have strong universal onsisteny and f1=png is a minimax upper rate.Now let the lass D of distributions be the lass of absolutely ontinuousdistributions with respet to a �-�nite measure �. If � and � are in D withdensities f and g respetively, thenkf � gk := ZRd jf(x)� g(x)j�(dx) = 2V (�; �) :This relation results in a way of distribution estimation onsistent in totalvariation via L1-onsistent density estimation: assume that fn is (strongly)universally L1-onsistent, that is,limn!1kfn � fk = 0 a.s.



1. Introdution 10Introdue the distribution estimate indued by the density estimate fn:��n(A) = ZA fn(x)�(dx);then limn!1V (�; ��n) = 0 a.s.Standard examples of universally L1-onsistent density estimates are the his-togram and the kernel estimates when � is the Lebesgue measure (see De-vroye (1983a) and Devroye, Gy�or� (1985)).Theorem 1.2. Assume that � has a density f . There are estimates (his-togram, kernel) that limn!1 kf � fnk = 0 a.s. 2This implies onsisteny over D in expetation, that is, lind(D; f1g) = 0. Thebeauty of Theorem 1.2 is that L1-onsisteny holds without any ondition onthe density f , thus we have distribution estimates onsistent in total variationif � is absolutely ontinuous with respet to the Lebesgue measure.Obviously one an ask for rate-of-onvergene results. However, it isagain impossible, sine for any sequene of density estimators ffng the rateof onvergene of the expeted L1 error Ekf � fnk an be arbitrary slow.Even an in�nite disrete distribution with known support annot be es-timated with a guaranteed rate of onvergene in total variation:Theorem 1.3. (Devroye, Gy�orfi and Lugosi (1996)) Assume that �is a probability measure on the set of positive integers. For any sequene ofpositive numbers bn � 1=16 tending to zero, and any sequene of distributionestimators f��ng, there always exists a probability measure � for whihEV (��n; �) � bn for alln: 2This implies that every sequene tending to zero is an individual lower rateof onvergene for the lass D of distributions on the positive integers. The



1. Introdution 11proof is based on Theorem 3.1, a similar slow-rate result of pattern reogni-tion.This theorem implies the following negative result for density estimationfor a dominated lass:Theorem 1.4. (Birg�e (1986), Devroye (1983b), (1995)) Given anysequene of density estimators ffng and any sequene of positive numbersbn � 1=32 tending to 0 there exists a density f on [0; 1℄ bounded by 2 forwhih Ekf � fnk � bn for alln: 2This means that every sequene tending to zero is an individual lower ratefor the lass of densities on [0; 1℄ bounded by 2. It is easy to see that the slow-rate result also holds over the lass D of absolute ontinuous distributions(with the total variation loss), if we allow any distribution estimate (notonly absolute ontinuous ones), that is, every sequene tending to zero is anindividual lower rate for D.Aording to these fats, if P is the density funtion and the loss is theL1-distane one an have an universally L1-onsistent density estimator, butits rate of onvergene an be slow unless we have some onditions on theunknown f . Suh onditions an be formulated, for example, in term ofmetri entropy: for the lass D of densities, let N be the ardinality of thesmallest sublass A of D with the property that for every f 2 D there is ag 2 A suh that supx2Rd jf(x)�g(x)j < �. Let logN be the �-metri entropyof D.Theorem 1.5. (Birg�e (1986)) If DÆ is a lass with densities suh that its�-metri entropy is O(��Æ) as �! 0, thenn� 12+Æis a minimax upper rate of onvergene for DÆ. 2



1. Introdution 12In partiular, for given k 2 N0 (where N0 = f0; 1; 2; : : :g), 0 < � � 1,p = k + � and M > 0, let F (p;M) be a lass of smooth densities on a onvexompat subset of Rd, that is, for f 2 F (p;M) for every � = (�1; : : : ; �d) with�i 2 N0, Pdj=1 �j = kjD�f(x)�D�f(z)j < Mkx� zk�;where D� denotes the partial derivative belonging to �. Then fn� p2p+dg isa minimax upper rate of onvergene for F (p;M) (see, e.g., Birg�e (1986)).This rate is also a minimax optimal rate, but Birg�e (1986) also proves thefollowing stronger statementTheorem 1.6. (Birg�e (1986)) For the lass F (p;M) of smooth densities ona onvex ompat subset of Rd for every sequene fbngbnn� p2p+dis an individual lower rate of onvergene. 2(See Chapter 2 and 3 for orresponding results on regression funtion esti-mation and pattern reognition.)For distribution estimation we may onsider other error riteria. Suherror riteria an be derived from dissimilarity measures of probability mea-sures, like f -divergenes introdued by Csisz�ar (1967) (see also Liese, Vajda(1987) and Vajda (1989)). The three most important f -divergenes in math-ematial statistis are the total variation, the information divergene and the�2-divergene.If � and � are probability measures onRd then the information divergene(or I-divergene, relative entropy, Kullbak-Leibler number) of � and � isde�ned by l(�; �) = I(�; �) = supfAjgXj �(Aj) log �(Aj)�(Aj) ;where the supremum is taken over all �nite Borel measurable partitions fAjg.



1. Introdution 13The following inequality, also alled Pinsker's inequality, bounds the totalvariation in terms of I-divergene (f. Csisz�ar (1967), Kemperman (1969) andKullbak (1967)): 2fV (�; �)g2 � I(�; �) : (1.2)By Pinsker's inequality (1.2), the information divergene dominates thetotal variation, so it follows from Theorem 1.1 that given any sequene ofdistribution estimators f��ng there exists a probability measure � for whihthe sequene f��ng is not onsistent in information divergene. The situationis even worse, a disrete distribution with known support annot be estimatedonsistently in information divergene:Theorem 1.7. (Gy�orfi, P�ali and van der Meulen (1994)) Assumethat � is a probability measure on the set of positive integers. Given anysequene of distribution estimators f��ng there exists a probability measure �with �nite Shannon entropy H(�) = �P1j=1 �(fig) log�(fig) for whihI(�; ��n) =1 for all n a.s. 2This implies lind(D; fang) = 1 for any sequene fang of positive number-s, where D is the lass of distributions on the positive integers with �niteentropy. This remains true, if D is the lass of those absolute ontinuousdistributions on R, whose densities have �nite di�erential entropies and ar-bitrary many derivatives.In Chapters 2, 3, and 4 we show results onerning regression funtionestimation, pattern reognition and funtional estimation, respetively.



Chapter 2Regression estimation2.1 Regression problemLet (X; Y ), (X1; Y1), (X2; Y2), : : : be independent identially distributedRd�R-valued random variables with EfY 2g < 1. In regression analysis onewishes to estimate Y given X, that is, one wants to �nd a funtion f de�nedon the range of X so that f(X) is \lose" to Y . Assume that the main aimof the analysis is to minimize the mean squared error:inff Ef(f(X)� Y )2g: (2.1)Let m(x) = EfY jX = xgbe the regression funtion, and denote the distribution of X by �. For q � 1introdue jjf jjq def= �Z jf jq d��1=q = (Efjf(X)jqg)1=qfor the Lq(�) norm of a real funtion on Rd. jjf jj stands for the jjf jj2 norm.It is well-known, that for eah measurable funtion f : Rd ! R therelationEf(f(X)� Y )2g = Z j f(x)�m(x) j2 �(dx) +Ef(m(X)� Y )2gholds. Therefore the regression funtion m ahieves the minimum in (2.1),and the mean squared error of an arbitrary funtion f is lose to its minimum(2.1) if and only if kf �mk2 = Z jf(x)�m(x)j2�(dx)is lose to zero. 14



2. Regression funtion estimation 15In the regression estimation problem, the distribution of (X; Y ) (andtherefore also m) is unknown. Given only the independent sample Dn =f(X1; Y1); : : : ; (Xn; Yn)g, one wants to onstrut an estimatemn(x) = mn(x;Dn) : Rd � (Rd �R)n 7! Rof m(x) suh that kmn �mk2 is small.Hene now the pair (X; Y ) and m play the roles of X and P of Chapter 1,respetively. The loss funtion is the mean squared errorl(mn; m) def= kmn �mk2 :The lass D of distributions is often determined by giving a lass D1 ofallowed distributions of X, a lass D2 of allowed regression funtions andthe type of the onditional distributions of Y given X. For example, D1may onsist of all distributions (distribution free approah), or one partiu-lar distribution (distribution sensitive approah), or all absolute ontinuousdistributions.2.2 Slow rate of onvergeneIt is well-known, that there exist universally onsistent estimates, that is,whih satisfy Efkmn �mk2g ! 0 (n!1) (2.2)for all distributions of (X; Y ) with EfY 2g < 1. This was �rst shown inStone (1977) for nearest neighbor estimates.A slow-rate-of-onvergene result is also known and follows from a similarresult of pattern reognition (see Theorem 3.1):Theorem 2.1. Let fbng be a sequene of positive numbers onverging to zerowith 1=64 � b1 � b2 � : : :. For every sequene of regression estimates, thereexists a distribution of (X; Y ), suh that X is uniformly distributed on [0; 1℄,Y = m(X) and Efkmn �mk2g � bn



2. Regression funtion estimation 16for all n. 2This implies that for every sequene fbng tending to zero, lind(D; fbng) =1for the lass D of distributions withX � Uniform[0; 1℄ and Y = m(X), heneevery sequene tending to zero is an individual lower rate of onvergene.2.3 Minimax lower boundsIn Stone (1982) we �nd minimax optimal rates of onvergene for the lassD(p;M) de�ned below:Definition 2.1. For given k 2 N0, 0 < � � 1, p = k + � and M > 0, letF (p;M) be the set of funtions f : Rd !R suh that for every � = (�1; : : : ; �d)with �i 2 N0, Pdj=1 �j = kjD�f(x)�D�f(z)j < Mkx� zk�;where D� denotes the partial derivative belonging to �.F (p;M) is a lass of funtions \smooth" enough. In absene of other infor-mation, smoothness is a quite natural assumption. We show minimax andindividual lower rates on the analogy of the one in Theorem 1.6 for the lassof smooth densities.Definition 2.2. Let D(p;M) be the lass of distributions of (X; Y ) suh that(i) X is uniformly distributed on [0; 1℄d,(ii) Y = m(X) + N , where X and N are independent and N is a standardnormal random variable,(iii) m 2 F (p;M).It is known, that there exist estimates mn, whih satisfylim supn!1 sup(X;Y )2D(p;M) Efkmn �mk2gn� 2p2p+d <1 (2.3)(see, e.g., Barron, Birg�e and Massart (1995)), hene fn� 2p2p+dg is a minimaxupper rate of onvergene for a lass D(p;M). It is also minimax optimal rateby



2. Regression funtion estimation 17Theorem 2.2. (Stone (1982)) The sequene�an = n� 2p2p+d�is a minimax lower rate of onvergene for the lass D(p;M).Remark. Stone (1982) also onsidered the estimation of the derivatives ofa regression funtion, as well as rates for tail probabilities. 2We give a di�erent proof from Stone's. The reason is that the new proofmay be easily modi�ed to prove the individual lower bound in Theorem 2.3.Our proof applies the following lemma:Lemma 2.1. (Antos, Gy�orfi and Kohler (1999)) Let u be an l-di-mensional real vetor, let C be a zero mean random variable taking values inf�1;+1g, and let N be an l-dimensional standard normal random variable,independent of C, and Z = Cu+N :Let g� : Rl 7! f�1;+1g be the Bayes-deision for C based on Z, that is,g�(z) = 8><>: 1 if PfC = 1jZ = zg > PfC = �1jZ = zg ;�1 otherwise(see also Chapter 3). Then the error probability of g�Pfg�(Z) 6= Cg = �(�kuk) ;where � is the standard normal distribution funtion.Proof. The ase u = 0 is obvious. Assume that u 6= 0. Let ' be the den-sity of an l-dimensional standard normal random variable. The onditionaldensity of Z given C = 1 is '(z�u), and given C = �1 is '(z+u), thereforethe equivalent version of the Bayes-deision isg�(z) = 8><>: 1 if '(z � u) > '(z + u) ;�1 otherwise.



2. Regression funtion estimation 18This, together with'(z � u) > '(z + u), z is loser to u than to � u, (u; z) > 0implies that g�(z) is the sign of the inner produt (u; z).Set ~N = (u;N)=kuk. Then ~N is a one-dimensional standard normalvariable independent of C, and Z = Cu+N implies(u; Z)kuk = C � kuk+ (u;N)kuk = C � kuk+ ~N:Therefore the error of the Bayes-deision is given byPfg�(Z) 6= Cg = PfC = �1; (u; Z) > 0g+PfC = +1; (u; Z) < 0g= PfC = �1g �Pf(u; Z) > 0jC = �1g+PfC = +1g �Pf(u; Z) < 0jC = +1g= 12PfC � kuk+ ~N > 0jC = �1g + 12PfC � kuk+ ~N < 0jC = +1g= 12Pf ~N > kukg+ 12Pf ~N < �kukg = �(�kuk) : 2Proof of Theorem 2.2 First we de�ne a sublass of distributions (X; Y )ontained in D(p;M). We pak in�nitely many disjoint ubes into [0; 1℄d inthe following way: For a given probability distribution fpjg, let fBjg be apartition of [0; 1℄ suh that Bj is an interval of length pj. We pak disjointubes of volume pdj into the retangleBj � [0; 1℄d�1:Denote these ubes by Aj;1; : : : ; Aj;Sj ;where Sj = $ 1pj %d�1 :Let aj;k be enter of Aj;k. Choose a funtion g : Rd !R suh that(I) the support of g is a subset of [�12 ; 12 ℄d,



2. Regression funtion estimation 19(II) R g2 d� > 0,(III) g 2 F (p;M2��1).The sublass of regression funtions is indexed by a vetor = (1;1; 1;2; : : : ; 1;S1 ; 2;1; 2;2; : : : ; 2;S2 ; : : :)of +1 or �1 omponents. Denote the set of all suh vetors by C. For  2 Cde�ne the funtion m()(x) = 1Xj=1 SjXk=1 j;kgj;k(x);where gj;k(x) = ppjg(p�1j (x� aj;k)):Then it is easy to hek (f. Stone (1982), p. 1045) that beause of (III)m() 2 F (p;M):Hene, eah distribution (X; Y ) with Y = m()(X) + N for some  2 C isontained in D(p;M), whih impliesinffmng sup(X;Y )2D(p;M) lim supn!1 Efkmn �mk2gbnan� inffmng sup(X;Y ):X�Unif[0;1℄d;Y=m()(X)+N;2C lim supn!1 Efkmn �m()k2gbnan :(2.4)Let mn be an arbitrary estimate. By de�nition, fgj;k : j; kg is an orthog-onal system in L2(�), therefore the projetion m̂n of mn to fm() :  2 Cg isgiven by m̂n(x) =Xj;k ̂n;j;kgj;k(x);where ̂n;j;k = RAj;k mn(x)gj;k(x) dxRAj;k g2j;k(x) dx :Let  2 C be arbitrary. Thenkmn �m()k2 � km̂n �m()k2 =Xj;k ZAj;k(̂n;j;kgj;k(x)� j;kgj;k(x))2 dx= Xj;k ZAj;k(̂n;j;k � j;k)2g2j;k(x) dx = jjgjj2Xj;k (̂n;j;k � j;k)2p2p+dj :



2. Regression funtion estimation 20Let ~n;j;k be 1 if ̂n;j;k � 0 and �1 otherwise. Beause ofĵn;j;k � j;kj � j~n;j;k � j;kj=2 = If~n;j;k 6=j;kg ;where IA denotes the indiator funtion of the event A, we getkmn �m()k2 � jjgjj2Xj;k If~n;j;k 6=j;kgp2p+dj :This proves Efkmn �m()k2g � jjgjj2 �Rn() ; (2.5)where Rn() = Xj:np2p+dj �1 SjXk=1 p2p+dj �Pf~n;j;k 6= j;kg: (2.6)(2.4) and (2.5) imply inffmng sup(X;Y )2D(p;M) lim supn!1 Efkmn �mk2gbnan� jjgjj2 inffmng sup2C lim supn!1 Rn()bnan (2.7)To bound the last term, we �x a sequene fmng of estimates and hoose 2 C randomly. Let (C1;1; : : : ; C1;S1; C2;1; : : : ; C2;S2; : : :) be a sequene of in-dependent identially distributed random variables independent of (X1; N1),(X2; N2), . . . , whih satisfyPfC1;1 = 1g = PfC1;1 = �1g = 12 :Set C = (C1;1; : : : ; C1;S1; C2;1; : : : ; C2;S2; : : :):Next we derive a lower bound forERn(C) = Xj:np2p+dj �1 SjXk=1 p2p+dj �Pf~n;j;k 6= Cj;kg :~n;j;k an be interpreted as a deision on Cj;k using Dn. Its error probabilityis minimal for the Bayes deision �Cn;j;k, whih is 1 if PfCj;k = 1jDng > 1=2and �1 otherwise (see Chapter 3), thereforePf~n;j;k 6= Cj;kg � Pf �Cn;j;k 6= Cj;kg :



2. Regression funtion estimation 21Let Xi1; : : : ; Xil be those Xi 2 Aj;k. Then(Yi1 ; : : : ; Yil) = Cj;k � (gj;k(Xi1); : : : ; gj;k(Xil)) + (Ni1 ; : : : ; Nil);while (Y1; : : : ; Yn) n (Yi1; : : : ; Yil)depends only on C n fCj;kg and on Xr's and Nr's with r 62 fi1; : : : ; ilg,therefore is independent of Cj;k given X1; : : : ; Xn. Now onditioning onX1; : : : ; Xn, the error of the onditional Bayes deision for Cj;k based on(Y1; : : : ; Yn) depends only on (Yi1; : : : ; Yil), hene Lemma 2.1 impliesPf �Cn;j;k 6= Cj;kjX1; : : : ; Xng = �0��vuut lXr=1 g2j;k(Xir)1A = �0��vuut nXi=1 g2j;k(Xi)1A :Sine �(�px) is onvex, by Jensen-inequalityPf �Cn;j;k 6= Cj;kg = EfPf �Cn;j;k 6= Cj;kjX1; : : : ; Xngg= E8<:�0��vuut nXi=1 g2j;k(Xi)1A9=;� �0��vuutEf nXi=1 g2j;k(Xi)g1A= � ��qnEfg2j;k(X1)g�= ���qnp2p+dj jjgjj2�independently of k. ThusERn(C) � Xj:np2p+dj �1 SjXk=1 p2p+dj ���qnp2p+dj jjgjj2�� � (�jjgjj) Xj:np2p+dj �1Sjp2p+dj� K1 � Xj:np2p+dj �1 p2p+1j ; (2.8)where K1 = � (�jjgjj)�12�d�1 :



2. Regression funtion estimation 22Setting pj = pj;n = � 1n� 12p+d for j � n 12p+d ;ERn(C) � K1bn 12p+d n� 2p+12p+d = K1an(1� o(1));so lim supn!1 infmn sup2C Rn()an � lim supn!1 infmn ERn(C)an � K1 > 0 : (2.9)This together with (2.7) implies the assertion. 2The vast majority of the rate-of-onvergene results for nonparametriregression estimation is for bounded jY j (see, e.g., Devroye, Gy�or�, Krzy_zakand Lugosi (1994)), so it is reasonable to onsider the minimax lower boundsfor suh lasses.Definition 2.3. Let D�(p;M) be the lass of distributions of (X; Y ) suh that(i') X is uniformly distributed on [0; 1℄d,(ii') Y 2 f0; 1g a.s. (thus m(x) = PfY = 1jX = xg),(iii') m 2 F (p;M).It turns out that the minimax lower (and upper) rates are the samefor D(p;M) and D�(p;M). (The lower bound follows from results on patternreognition, Theorem 3.2).2.4 Individual lower boundsWe will show that for every sequene fbng tending to zero, fbnn� 2p2p+dg isan individual lower rate of onvergene for the lass D(p;M). Hene thereexist individual lower rates of these lasses, whih are arbitrarily lose to theminimax optimal rates.Theorem 2.3. (Antos, Gy�orfi and Kohler (1999)) Let fbng be anarbitrary positive sequene tending to zero. Then the sequene�bnan = bnn� 2p2p+d�is an individual lower rate of onvergene for the lass D(p;M).



2. Regression funtion estimation 23Remark 1. Applying for the sequene fpbng, Theorem 2.3 implieslind(D(p;M); fbnang) =1 : 2Remark 2. Sine fn� 2p2p+dg is also an individual upper rate of onvergene,fn� 2p2p+dg is an individual optimal rate of onvergene. 2The following lemma provides a simple way of proving individual low-er bounds. A somewhat weaker version is impliitely used by Shuurmans(1996). A stronger form and more disussion an be found in Antos andLugosi (1998).Lemma 2.2. (Antos and Lugosi (1998)) Let fRn()g be a sequene ofnonnegative numbers parametrized by an abstrat parameter  from a set C.If there exists a random variable C taking its values from C suh that thesequene (sup2C Rn()ERn(C) ) (2.10)is bounded, then sup2C lim supn!1 Rn()ERn(C) � 1;that is, there exists a  2 C suh that for every 0 < � < 1,Rn() > (1� �)ERn(C) for in�nitely many n:Proof. By ondition (2.10) Fatou's lemma may be applied to the sequeneof random variables fRn(C)=ERn(C)g:sup2C lim supn!1 Rn()ERn(C) � E(lim supn!1 Rn(C)ERn(C)) � lim supn!1 E( Rn(C)ERn(C)) = 1: 2Remark. Lemma 2.2 states that minimax lower bounds obtained by usingthe simplest form sup2C Rn() � ERn(C)



2. Regression funtion estimation 24of the probabilisti method an be extended to their individual form if therandomization C does not depend on n, and, in addition, the boundednessof (sup2C Rn()ERn() )is veri�ed. An example in Chapter 3 demonstrates that this additional on-dition annot be dropped, and some kind of stability ondition is neessary.2Proof of Theorem 2.3. We use the notations and results of the proof ofTheorem 2.2. Now we have by (2.5)inffmng sup(X;Y )2D(p;M) lim supn!1 Efjjmn �m()jj2gbnan� jjgjj2 inffmng sup2C lim supn!1 Rn()bnan : (2.11)In this ase we have to hoose fpjg independently from n. Sine bn and antend to zero we an take a subsequene fntgt2N of fngn2N withbnt � 2�tand a1=2pnt � 2�t :De�ne qt suh that 2�tqt = & 2�ta1=2pnt ' ;and hoose fpjg asq1; : : : ; q1; q2; : : : ; q2; : : : ; qt; : : : ; qt; : : : ;where qt is repeated 2�t=qt times. SoXj:np2p+dj �1 p2p+1j = Xt:nq2p+dt �1 2�tqt q2p+1t� Xt:nq2p+dt �1 bntq2pt



2. Regression funtion estimation 25= Xt:d2�ta�1=2pnt e�2�ta�1=2pn bnt 0BB� 2�t� 2�ta1=2pnt �1CCA2p
� Xt:ant�an bnt 0B� 2�t2�ta1=2pnt + 11CA2p
= Xt:nt�n bnt  a1=2pnt1 + 2ta1=2pnt !2p� Xt:nt�n bntant22pby a1=2pnt � 2�t , and, in partiular, for n = ns, (2.8) impliesERns(C) � K1 Xj:nsp2p+dj �1 p2p+1j � K122p Xt�s bntant � K122p bnsans : (2.12)Using (2.12) one getsinffmng sup2C lim supn!1 Rn()bnan � inffmng sup2C lim sups!1 Rns()bnsans� K122p inffmng sup2C lim sups!1 Rns()ERns(C) :Beause of (2.8) and the fat that for all  2 CRn() � Xj:np2p+dj �1Sjp2p+dj � Xj:np2p+dj �1 p2p+1j ;the sequene fsupRn()=ERn(C)g is bounded, so we an apply Lemma 2.2for the subsequene fnsg to getinffmng sup2C lim supn!1 Rn()bnan � K122p inffmng sup2C lim sups!1 Rns()ERns(C) � K122p > 0 :This, together with (2.11) implies the assertion. 2Again, the individual lower (and upper) rates are the same for D(p;M) andD�(p;M) (see Theorem 3.3).



Chapter 3Pattern reognition3.1 The pattern reognition problemLet (X; Y ),(X1; Y1), (X2; Y2), : : : be independent identially distributed Rd�f0; 1g-valued random variables. In pattern reognition (or lassi�ation) onewishes to deide whether Y (the label) is 0 or 1 given X (the observation),that is, one wants to �nd a deision funtion g de�ned on the range of Xtaking values 0 or 1 so that g(X) equals Y with high probability. Assumethat the main aim of the analysis is to minimize the probability of error:infg L(g) def= infg Pfg(X) 6= Y g : (3.1)Let �(x) = PfY = 1jX = xg = EfY jX = xgbe the a posteriori probability (or regression) funtion. Letg�(x) = 8><>: 1 if �(x) > 1=2 ;0 otherwisebe the Bayes-deision. LetL� def= L(g�) = Pfg�(X) 6= Y gbe the Bayes-error and denote the distribution of X by �.It is well-known (see Devroye et al. (1996)), that for eah measurablefuntion g : Rd 7! f0; 1g the relationL(g)� L� = 2 Z ����� � 12 ���� Ifg 6=g�g d� (3.2)holds, where IA denotes the indiator funtion of the event A. Therefore thefuntion g� ahieves the minimum in (3.1) and the minimum is L�.26



3. Pattern reognition 27In the lassi�ation problem we onsider here, the distribution of (X; Y )(and therefore also � and g�) is unknown. Given only the independent sampleDn = f(X1; Y1); : : : ; (Xn; Yn)g, one wants to onstrut a deision rulegn(x) = gn(x;Dn) : Rd � (Rd � f0; 1g)n 7! f0; 1gsuh that L(gn) = Pfgn(X) 6= Y jDngis lose to L�.Hene now the pair (X; Y ) and g� play the roles of X and P of Chapter 1,respetively. The loss funtion is the additional errorl(gn; g�) def= L(gn)� L� :Sine now � and � determines the distribution of (X; Y ), the lass D ofdistributions is often given as a produt of a lass D1 of allowed distributionsof X and a lass D2 of allowed regression funtions. In this hapter we aregoing to examine two kinds of restrited lass. First, � has to be smooth as inChapter 2, seond, � has to be f0; 1g-valued andD2 is a Vapnik-Chervonenkislass (see Setion 3.4). For minimax lower rate results on other types ofdistribution lasses see Devroye et al. (1996) and the referenes therein.If we have an estimate �n of the regression funtion � and we derive aplug-in rule gn from �n quite naturally bygn(x) = 8><>: 1 if �n(x) > 1=2 ;0 otherwise;then from (3.2) we get easily (see Devroye et al. (1996))L(gn)� L� � 2jj�n � �jj1 � 2jj�n � �jj (3.3)(as in Chapter 2, jj � jj1 and jj � jj denoteL1(�) and L2(�) distanes, respe-tively). This shows that if jj�n� �jj ! 0 then L(gn)! L� in the same sense,and the latter has at least the same rate, that is, in a sense, lassi�ation isnot more omplex than regression funtion estimation.



3. Pattern reognition 283.2 Slow rate of onvergeneAs a onsequene of (3.3), there also exist universally onsistent rules, thatis, rules whih satisfy EL(gn)! L� (n!1)for all distributions of (X; Y ).The slow-rate-of-onvergene result is also known. First Cover (1968)showed that for every sequene of lassi�ation rules, for sequenes fbng on-verging to zero at arbitrary slow algebrai rates, there exists a distribution,suh that EL(gn) � L� � bn in�nitely often. Devroye (1982) strengthenedCover's result allowing sequenes tending to zero arbitrary slowly. The nextresult asserts that EL(gn)� L� � bn for every n.Theorem 3.1. (Devroye et al. (1996)) Let fbng be a sequene of pos-itive numbers onverging to zero with 1=16 � b1 � b2 � : : :. For everysequene of lassi�ation rules, there exists a distribution of (X; Y ), suhthat X is uniformly distributed on [0; 1℄, Y = �(X) (L� = 0) andEL(gn) � bnfor all n. 2This implies that for every sequene fbng tending to zero, lind(D; fbng) =1for the lass D of distributions with X � Uniform[0; 1℄ and Y = �(X), heneevery sequene tending to zero is an individual lower rate of onvergene.3.3 Lower bounds for smoothness lassesClassi�ation is atually easier than regression estimation in the sense thatif Ejj�n � �jj1 ! 0, then for the plug-in ruleEL(gn)� L�qEfjj�n � �jj2g ! 0 : (3.4)



3. Pattern reognition 29(see Devroye et al. (1996) Chapter 6), that is, the relative expeted errorof gn dereases faster than the expeted L2(�) error of �n. Moreover, ifjj�n � �jj1 ! 0 a.s., then for the plug-in ruleL(gn)� L�jj�n � �jj ! 0 a.s.(see Antos (1995)), that is, the relation also holds for strong onsisteny.However the value of the ratio above an not be universally bounded, theonvergene an be arbitrary slow. It depends on the behavior of � near 1=2and the rate of onvergene of �n.3.3.1 Minimax lower boundsYang (1999) points out that while (3.4) holds for every �xed distribution forwhih f�ng is onsistent, the minimax optimal rates of onvergene for manyusual lasses are the same in lassi�ation and regression estimation. Heshows many examples and some ounterexamples to this phenomenon withrates of onvergene in terms of metri entropy. Classi�ation seems to havethe same omplexity as regression funtion estimation for lasses whih arerih near 1=2. (See also Mammen and Tsybakov (1999).)For example, it was shown in Yang (1999) that for lasses D�(p;M), theminimax optimal rate of onvergene is n� p2p+d , the same as for regressionestimation (see Chapter 2). It is obviously a minimax upper rate of onver-gene as a onsequene of regression estimation (see (2.3) in Chapter 2).Theorem 3.2. (Yang (1999)) The sequenenan = n� p2p+dois a minimax lower rate of onvergene for the lass D�(p;M).Yang's proof is based on some information-theoreti tools suh as Fano'sinequality. Here we give a new proof whih applies the following lemma:Lemma 3.1. (Antos (1999a)) Let u = (u1; : : : ; ul) be an l-dimensionalreal vetor taking values in [�1=4; 1=4℄l, let C be a zero mean random variable



3. Pattern reognition 30taking values in f�1;+1g, and let Y1; : : : ; Yl be indepedent binary variablesgiven C with PfYi = 1jCg = 12 + Cui i = 1; : : : ; l :Then for the error probability of the Bayes deision for C based on Y =(Y1; : : : ; Yl), L� � q0�1� 5qPi u2i + 4Pi 6=i0 u2iu2i0log 1�qq 1Afor any q > 0. In partiular,L� � 14e�10qPi u2i+4Pi6=i0 u2iu2i0 :Proof. The Bayes deision is 1 if PfC = 1jY g � 12 and �1 otherwise.Therefore, L� = Efmin(PfC = 1jY g;PfC = �1jY g)g :Denote min(PfC = 1jY g;PfC = �1jY g) by �. One an verify thatPfC = 1jY g = TT + 1 ;where T def= Yi�l  12 + ui12 � ui IfYi=1g + 12 � ui12 + ui IfYi=0g! =Yi�l  12 + ui12 � ui!2Yi�1= ePi�l(2Yi�1) log 1+2ui1�2ui = ePi�l Zi;where Zi def= (2Yi � 1) log 1 + 2ui1� 2ui :For arbitrary 0 < q < 1=2 � � qif and only if j logT j � log 1� qq ;and thereforeL� = Ef�g � qPf� � qg = qP(j logT j � log 1� qq ) :



3. Pattern reognition 31By Markov's inequality,P(j logT j � log 1� qq ) � 1� Efj logT jglog 1�qq :Moreover beause of j logT j = ������Xi�l Zi������ ;we getEfj logT jg = E ������Xi�l Zi������ � vuuutE0�Xi�l Zi1A2 = vuuutE8<:Xi Z2i +Xi 6=i0 ZiZi09=;= sXi EfZ2i g+Xi 6=i0EfZiZi0g :For �1=4 � x � 1=4����log 1 + 2x1� 2x ���� = j log(1 + 2x)� log(1� 2x)j = log(1 + 2jxj)� log(1� 2jxj)� 2jxj+ log 4 � 2jxj � 5jxj :Using the above inequality, we obtain on the one handEfZ2i g = log2 1 + 2ui1� 2ui � 25u2i ;and on the other handEf(2Yi � 1)(2Yi0 � 1)g = 4EfYiYi0g � 2EfYig � 2EfYi0g+ 1= 4(EfYiYi0jC = 1gPfC = 1g+EfYiYi0jC = �1gPfC = �1g)� 1= 4��12 + ui��12 + ui0� 12 + �12 � ui��12 � ui0� 12�� 1= 4uiui0 ;so EfZiZi0g = Ef(2Yi � 1)(2Yi0 � 1)g log 1 + 2ui1� 2ui log 1 + 2ui01� 2ui0= 4uiui0 log 1 + 2ui1� 2ui log 1 + 2ui01� 2ui0� 4juij ����log 1 + 2ui1� 2ui ���� jui0j ����log 1 + 2ui01� 2ui0 ����� 100u2iu2i0 :



3. Pattern reognition 32Hene Ej logT j � s25Xi u2i + 100Xi 6=i0 u2iu2i0 :Thus, L� � q0�1� Efj logT jglog 1�qq 1A � q0�1� 5qPi u2i + 4Pi 6=i0 u2iu2i0log 1�qq 1A :By hoosing q = 11 + e1+5qPi u2i+4Pi6=i0 u2iu2i0 ;we obtainL� � 11 + exp(1 + 5qPi u2i + 4Pi 6=i0 u2iu2i0) 11 + 5qPi u2i + 4Pi 6=i0 u2iu2i0� 1(e + 1)e10qPi u2i+4Pi6=i0 u2i u2i0� 14e�10qPi u2i+4Pi6=i0 u2iu2i0 : 2Proof of Theorem 3.2. Unlike Yang's proof, our proof an be easilymodi�ed to individual lower bound in Theorem 3.3. First we de�ne a sublassof distributions (X; Y ) ontained in D�(p;M). We pak in�nitely many disjointubes into [0; 1℄d in the following way: For a given probability distributionfpjg, let fBjg be a partition of [0; 1℄ suh that Bj is an interval of length pj.We pak disjoint ubes of volume pdj into the retangleBj � [0; 1℄d�1:Denote these ubes by Aj;1; : : : ; Aj;Sj ;where Sj = $ 1pj %d�1 :



3. Pattern reognition 33Let aj;k be the enter of Aj;k. Choose a funtion m : Rd ! [0; 1=4℄ suh that(I) the support of m is a subset of [�12 ; 12 ℄d,(II) R md� > 0,(III) m 2 F (p;M2��1).The lass of a posteriori probability funtions is indexed by a vetor = (1;1; 1;2; : : : ; 1;S1 ; 2;1; 2;2; : : : ; 2;S2 ; : : :)of +1 or �1 omponents. Denote the set of all suh vetors by C. For  2 Cde�ne the funtion �()(x) = 12 + 1Xj=1 SjXk=1 j;kmj;k(x);where mj;k(x) = ppjm(p�1j (x� aj;k)):Then it is easy to hek (f. Stone (1982), p. 1045) that �()(x) 2 [0; 1℄ forall x 2 [0; 1℄d and beause of (III)�() 2 F (p;M):Hene, eah distribution (X; Y ) with Y 2 f0; 1g and EfY jX = xg = PfY =1jX = xg = �()(x) for all x 2 [0; 1℄d for some  2 C is ontained in D�(p;M),whih implieslim supn!1 infgn sup(X;Y )2D�(p;M) EL(gn)� L�an� lim supn!1 infgn sup(X;Y ):X�Unif[0;1℄d;EfY jX=xg=�()(x);2C EL(gn)� L�an : (3.5)Introdue the measure � by�(A) def= ZA ����� � 12 ���� d� :Then by (3.2), for an arbitrary rule gnL(gn)� L� = 2 Z ����� � 12 ���� Ifgn 6=g�g d� = 2 Z Ifgn 6=g�g d� = 2 Z (gn � g�)2 d� :



3. Pattern reognition 34Let  2 C be arbitrary and � = �(). Then�(A) = ZA �����() � 12 ���� d� = ZA Xj;k mj;k d� :By de�nition, fIAj;k=2 : j; kg is an orthogonal system in L2(�), therefore theprojetion ĝn � 12 of gn � 12 is given byĝn(x)� 12 =Xj;k ̂n;j;k IAj;k(x)2 ;where ̂n;j;k = R (gn � 1=2)IAj;k=2 d�R �IAj;k=2�2 d� = 2 RAj;k (gn � 1=2) d�RAj;k 1 d�= 2 RAj;k (gn � 1=2)mj;k d�RAj;k mj;k d� = 2 RAj;k gnmj;k d�RAj;k mj;k d� � 1 :Note that ̂n;j;k 2 [�1; 1℄ and g� = 12 +Pj;k j;k IAj;k2 . ThusL(gn)� L� = 2 Z (gn � g�)2 d�= 2 Z ��gn � 12�� �g� � 12��2 d�� 2 Z ��ĝn � 12�� �g� � 12��2 d�= 2 Z Xj;k mj;k(ĝn � g�)2 d�= 2Xj;k (̂n;j;k � j;k)24 ZAj;k mj;k d�= 12 jjmjj1Xj;k (̂n;j;k � j;k)2pp+dj :Let ~n;j;k be 1 if ̂n;j;k � 0 and �1 otherwise. Beause ofĵn;j;k � j;kj � j~n;j;k � j;kj=2 = If~n;j;k 6=j;kg ;we get L(gn)� L� � 12 jjmjj1Xj;k If~n;j;k 6=j;kgpp+dj :



3. Pattern reognition 35This proves EL(gn)� L� � 12 jjmjj1Rn() ; (3.6)where Rn() = Xj:np2p+dj �1 SjXk=1 pp+dj �Pf~n;j;k 6= j;kg : (3.7)(3.5) and (3.6) implylim supn!1 infgn sup(X;Y )2D�(p;M) EL(gn)� L�an � 12 jjmjj1 lim supn!1 infgn sup2C Rn()an : (3.8)To bound the last term, we �x the rule gn and hoose  2 C randomly. Let(C1;1; : : : ; C1;S1; C2;1; : : : ; C2;S2 ; : : :) be a sequene of independent identiallydistributed random variables independent of X1, X2, . . . , whih satisfyPfC1;1 = 1g = PfC1;1 = �1g = 12 :Set C = (C1;1; : : : ; C1;S1; C2;1; : : : ; C2;S2; : : :) :Next we derive a lower bound forERn(C) = Xj:np2p+dj �1 SjXk=1 pp+dj �Pf~n;j;k 6= Cj;kg:~n;j;k an be interpreted as a deision on Cj;k using Dn. Its error probabilityis minimal for the Bayes deision �Cn;j;k, whih is 1 if PfCj;k = 1jDng � 12and �1 otherwise, thereforePf~n;j;k 6= Cj;kg � Pf �Cn;j;k 6= Cj;kg :Let Xi1; : : : ; Xil be those Xi whih fall in Aj;k. Then given X1; : : : ; Xn(Yi1; : : : ; Yil)is distributed as (Y1; : : : ; Yl) under the onditions of Lemma 3.1 with ur =mj;k(Xir), while (Y1; : : : ; Yn) n (Yi1; : : : ; Yil)



3. Pattern reognition 36depends only on CnfCj;kg and on theXr's with r 62 fi1; : : : ; ilg, and thereforeit is onditionally independent of Cj;k given X1; : : : ; Xn. Now onditioningon X1; : : : ; Xn, the error of the onditional Bayes deision for Cj;k based on(Y1; : : : ; Yn) depends only on (Yi1; : : : ; Yil), hene Lemma 3.1 impliesPf �Cn;j;k 6= Cj;kjX1; : : : ; Xng� 14e�10qPrm2j;k(Xir )+4Pr 6=r0 m2j;k(Xir )m2j;k(Xir0 )= 14e�10qPim2j;k(Xi)+4Pi6=i0 m2j;k(Xi)m2j;k(Xi0 ) :By Jensen's inequality,Pf �Cn;j;k 6= Cj;kg = EfPf �Cn;j;k 6= Cj;kjX1; : : : ; Xngg� 14E8<:e�10qPim2j;k(Xi)+4Pi6=i0 m2j;k(Xi)m2j;k(Xi0 )9=;� 14e�10EnqPim2j;k(Xi)+4Pi6=i0 m2j;k(Xi)m2j;k(Xi0 )o� 14e�10qPi Efm2j;k(Xi)g+4Pi6=i0 Efm2j;k(Xi)m2j;k(Xi0 )g= 14e�10qjjmjj2�np2p+dj +4jjmjj4n(n�1)p4p+2djindependently of k. Thus,ERn(C) � 14 Xj:np2p+dj �1 SjXk=1 pp+dj e�10jjmjjqnp2p+dj +4jjmjj2n(n�1)p4p+2dj� 14e�10jjmjjp1+4jjmjj2 Xj:np2p+dj �1Sjpp+dj� K1 Xj:np2p+dj �1 pp+1j ; (3.9)where K1 = 14e�10jjmjjp1+4jjmjj2 �12�d�1 :Setting pj = pj;n = � 1n� 12p+d for j � n 12p+d ;



3. Pattern reognition 37ERn(C) � K1bn 12p+d n� p+12p+d = K1an(1� o(1)) ;so lim supn!1 infgn sup2C Rn()an � lim supn!1 infgn ERn(C)an � K1 > 0 :This, together with (3.8), implies the assertion. 23.3.2 Individual lower boundsWe show that for every sequene fbng tending to zero, fbnn� p2p+dg is anindividual lower rate of onvergene of the lass D�(p;M). Hene there ex-ist individual lower rates of these lasses, whih are arbitrarily lose to theminimax optimal rates.Both these individual lower rates and the ones in Chapter 2 are optimal(see (2.3) and also Remark 2 below), hene we extended Yang's observationfor the individual rates for these lasses.Our results also imply that the ratio (EL(gn)� L�)=qEfjj�n � �jj2g antend to zero arbitrary slowly (even for a �xed sequene f�ng).Theorem 3.3. (Antos (1999a)) Let fbng be an arbitrary positive sequenetending to zero. Then the sequenenbnan = bnn� p2p+dois an individual lower rate of onvergene for the lass D�(p;M).Remark 1. Applying for the sequene fpbng, Theorem 3.3 implieslind(D�(p;M); fbnang) =1 : 2Remark 2. Sine fn� p2p+dg is also an individual upper rate of onvergene,fn� p2p+dg is an individual optimal rate of onvergene. Moreover (2.3) inChapter 2 (more exatly, its version for D�(p;M)) and (3.4) imply that forlassi�ation lind(D�(p;M); fn� p2p+dg) = 0;



3. Pattern reognition 38whih shows that Theorem 3.3 annot be improved by dropping bn. Thisshows the strange nature of individual lower bounds, that while every se-quene tending to zero faster than fn� p2p+dg is an individual lower rate forD(p;M), fn� p2p+dg itself is not that. 2Proof. We use the notation and results of the proof of Theorem 3.2. Nowwe have by (3.6) inffgng sup(X;Y )2D�(p;M) lim supn!1 EL(gn)� L�bnan� 12 jjmjj1 inffgng sup2C lim supn!1 Rn()bnan : (3.10)In this ase we have to hoose fpjg independently from n. Sine bn and antend to zero we an take a subsequene fntgt2N of fngn2N withbnt � 2�tand a1=pnt � 2�t :De�ne qt suh that 2�tqt = & 2�ta1=pnt ' ;and hoose fpjg asq1; : : : ; q1; q2; : : : ; q2; : : : ; qt; : : : ; qt; : : : ;where qt is repeated 2�t=qt times. SoXj:np2p+dj �1 pp+1j = Xt:nq2p+dt �1 2�tqt qp+1t� Xt:nq2p+dt �1 bntqpt= Xt:d2�ta�1=pnt e�2�ta�1=pn bnt 0BB� 2�t� 2�ta1=pnt �1CCAp



3. Pattern reognition 39� Xt:ant�an bnt 0B� 2�t2�ta1=pnt + 11CAp
= Xt:nt�n bnt  a1=pnt1 + 2ta1=pnt !p� Xt:nt�n bntant2pby a1=pnt � 2�t, and, in partiular, for n = ns, (3.9) impliesERns(C) � K1 Xj:nsp2p+dj �1 pp+1j � K12p Xt�s bntant � K12p bnsans : (3.11)Using (3.11) one getsinffgng sup2C lim supn!1 Rn()bnan � inffgng sup2C lim sups!1 Rns()bnsans� K12p inffgng sup2C lim sups!1 Rns()ERns(C) :Beause of (3.9) and the fat that for all  2 CRn() � Xj:np2p+dj �1Sjpp+dj � Xj:np2p+dj �1 pp+1j ;the sequene fsupRn()=ERn(C)g is bounded, so we an apply Lemma 2.2for the subsequene fnsg to getinffgng sup2C lim supn!1 Rn()bnan � K12p inffgng sup2C lim sups!1 Rns()ERns(C) � K12p > 0 :This, together with (3.10) implies the assertion. 23.4 Lower bounds for VC lassesIn this setion we are onerned with the speial ase of onept learning (seeDevroye et al. (1996) and the referenes there). Let C be a lass of subsetsof Rd. Members of C are alled onepts, and C is a onept lass. Let D bethe lass of distributions of (X; Y ) suh that Y = IfX2Cg, C 2 C. Hene in



3. Pattern reognition 40this ase an unknown onept (or target) C 2 C is to be learnt based on thedata Dn = ((X1; IfX12Cg); : : : ; (Xn; IfXn2Cg)):For these distributions L� = 0, thus l(g; g�) = L(g). The joint distributionof (X; Y ) is determined by the pair (�; C), whih will be referred to as adistribution-target pair.The expeted probability of error is a useful quantity in desribing thebehavior of L(gn). However, it is rather the tail probabilitiesPfL(gn) � �g ; � 2 [0; 1℄that ompletely desribe the distribution of the probability of error. In thissetion we are also onerned with tail probabilities.3.4.1 Minimax lower boundsThe minimax behavior of the expeted probability of error has been thorough-ly studied. It is a beautiful fat that for a given n, the minimax expetedprobability of error is basially determined by the v dimension V of thelass C, and it is insensitive to other properties of C. V is de�ned as thelargest integer k � 1 with s(k) = 2k, where the k-th shatter oeÆient s(k)of the lass C is de�ned as the maximal number of di�erent sets inffx1; : : : ; xkg \ C;C 2 Cg;where the maximum is taken over all x1; : : : ; xk 2 Rd. If s(k) = 2k for allk, then, by de�nition, V = 1. If V < 1, then C is said to be a Vapnik-Chervonenkis lass.Haussler, Littlestone, and Warmuth (1994) showed that there exists alearning rule suh that for all distribution-target pairs,EL(gn) � Vn ; (3.12)that is, fV=ng is a minimax upper rate of onvergene for the lass D. It isalso minimax optimal rate by



3. Pattern reognition 41Theorem 3.4. (Vapnik and Chervonenkis (1974)) For every n � V �1, and every lassi�er gn, there exists a distribution-target pair suh thatEL(gn) � V � 12en �1� 1n� ;that is, the sequene fV=ng is a minimax lower rate of onvergene for thelass D. 2(3.12) and Theorem 3.4 together state that for V � 214e � lmm(D; fV=ng) � 1 :The minimax problem for the tail probabilities is a more interesting (andharder) problem. Here one is interested in the quantityinfgn sup(�;C)PfL(gn) � �g ;if n, � and C are given. Now the loss funtion is the indiatorl(fgng; g�) def= If2kgn�g�kL1(�)��g ;whih depends on n if � = �n. The v dimension also appears in mini-max upper and lower bounds for the tail probabilities. For example, resultsof Anthony et al. (1993) and Lugosi (1995) (see also Vapnik and Chervo-nenkis (1974), Blumer et al. (1989)) state that if gn is any lassi�er suh thatgn(Xi) = IfXi2Cg for all i = 1; : : : ; n, and fx : gn(x) = 1g 2 C, then forn� > V + 2, PfL(gn) � �g � 2 &n2�V ' e2!V e�n� ; (3.13)that is, f(n2�=V )V e�n�g is a minimax upper rate of onvergene for the lassD. Corresponding minimax lower bounds were �rst proved by Blumer,Ehrenfeuht, Haussler, and Warmuth (1989), and Ehrenfeuht, Haussler,Kearns, and Valiant (1989).



3. Pattern reognition 42Theorem 3.5. (Devroye and Lugosi (1995), see also Devroye etal. (1996)) For any lassi�er gn, there exists a distribution-target pair suhthat PfL(gn) � �g � 12eq�(V � 1) � 2ne�V � 1�(V�1)=2 e�4n�1�4� ;whenever V � 2, n � V�1 and � < 1=4, that is, the sequene (�n�V �V�12 e�4n�1�4�)is a minimax lower rate of onvergene for the lass D. 2The ombination of (3.13) and Theorem 3.5 yield that for any onept lassC, with V � 2, n� > V + 2 and � < 1=4,12eq�(V � 1) � 2ne�V � 1�(V�1)=2 e�4n�1�4� �� infgn sup(�;C)PfL(gn) � �g � 2 &n2�V ' e2!V e�n� :3.4.2 Counter-examplesAs mentioned in Chapter 1, the lower bound of Theorem 3.4 does not ex-lude the possibility that there exists a sequene of lassi�ers fgng suh thatfor every � and C the expeted error EL(gn) dereases at an exponentialrate in n. Indeed, it is easy to see that suh lasses exist with arbitrarilylarge, and even with in�nite, v dimension (see Theorem 3.6 and 3.7 below).Shuurmans (1996) studied the question when suh exponential derease o-urs, and haraterized it among ertain \one-dimensional" problems. Weillustrate through a simple example why it is impossible to give an individualextension of the lower bound of Theorem 3.4 for all v lasses. It an beseen similarly that no individual extension of Theorem 3.5 an be given forall VC lasses either.Let C be any lass ontaining �nitely many onepts. Then onsider alearning rule that selets a onept Cn from C whih is onsistent with thedata Dn, that is, gn(x) = Ifx2Cng for some Cn 2 C, andgn(Xi) = IfXi2Cg for all i = 1; : : : ; n;



3. Pattern reognition 43where C 2 C is the true onept. Then (3.13) implies thatEL(gn) � log jCj+ 1n :The beauty of this bound is that it is independent of the distribution-targetpair, and that it is essentially the best suh bound by Theorem 3.4. However,for all distribution-target pairs, the error dereases at a muh faster rate.This an be seen from the simple fat that gn an only make an error ifthere is at least one onept C 0 2 C with �(C 04C) > 0 suh that no one ofX1; : : : ; Xn falls in the symmetri di�erene of C 0 and C. The probability ofthis event is at mostXC02C:�(C04C)>0 (1� �(C 04C))n � jCj maxC02C:�(C04C)>0 (1� �(C 04C))n ;whih onverges to zero exponentially rapidly. Sine a �nite onept lassan have an arbitrary v dimension, this proves the following:Theorem 3.6. (Antos and Lugosi (1998)) Let V be an arbitrary positiveinteger. There exists a lass C with v dimension V and a orresponding se-quene of learning rules fgng suh that for all distribution-target pairs (�; C)with C 2 C and for all n, EL(gn) � a � bn ;where b < 1. The positive onstants a and b depend on the distribution-targetpair. 2In other words, while fV=ng is a minimax optimal rate for this lass, forevery subexponential sequene fang (e.g., an = e�pn) lind(D; fang) = 0, thatis, fang is an individual upper rate and annot be an individual lower rateof onvergene.If a onept lass C is �nite, its n-th shatter oeÆient s(n) is boundedabove by jCj for all n, that is, the shatter oeÆients do not inrease withn for large n. In suh ases it is not surprising that the error an derease



3. Pattern reognition 44at an exponential rate for all distribution-target pairs. It is natural to askwhether the growth of s(n) determines the rate of onvergene of the error.This onjeture is false, and in fat, we may have an exponential rate ofonvergene for all distribution-target pairs even for lasses with in�nite vdimension (for whih s(n) = 2n for all n):Theorem 3.7. (Antos and Lugosi (1998)) There exists a lass C withV = 1 and a orresponding sequene of learning rules fgng, suh that forall distribution-target pairs and for all n,EL(gn) � a � bn ;where b < 1. The positive onstants a and b depend on the distribution-targetpair.Proof. Let d = 1 and let C ontain all �nite subsets of R. Let gn(x) = 1 ifand only if there exists an Xi suh that x = Xi and IfXi2Cg = 1. 2Now while f1g is a minimax optimal rate for this lass, every subexpo-nential sequene is an individual upper (and not lower) rate of onvergene.The following example demonstrates the fat that the stability onditionin Lemma 2.2 annot be dropped. Let C = ffig : i 2 Ng be the lass of one-point onepts on the domainN of positive integers. Let fgng be an arbitrarysequene of learning rules, and for z 2 N , de�ne Rn(z) = Pfgn(X;Dn(z)) 6=Y (z)g, where Y (z) = IfX=zg and Dn(z) = ((X1; IfX1=zg); : : : ; (Xn; IfXn=zg)).Let PfX = ig = =(i log2 i) for an appropriate normalizing onstant ,and introdue the random variable Z distributed as X, and independentof X;X1; : : : ; Xn. Using a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.8below, one sees, for example, that for every n, ERn(Z) � onst.=n log4(n+1).However, similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.7, one an show easily thatthere exists a sequene fgng suh that for every z, Rn(z) onverges to zeroexponentially rapidly. This demonstrates the fat that a minimax lowerbound for Rn(z) annot neessarily be onverted into an individual lower



3. Pattern reognition 45bound, even if the randomization Z is independent of n. An additionalondition, suh as the boundedness ofsupz Rn(z)ERn(Z)needs to be satis�ed.Finding a �xed random variable Z suh that ERn(Z) � an for all n, isuseful in a di�erent situation, even if the additional stability property aboveannot be veri�ed. It allows us to derive lower bounds for the umulativeerror (see Setion 3.4.4). In partiular, in suh a ase we have, for every n,that supz2Z  nXi=0Ri(z)! � nXi=0ERi(Z) : (3.14)3.4.3 Individual lower boundsBeause of the reason mentioned above, extending the lower bounds of The-orem 3.4 and 3.5 to their individual forms is learly not possible for all vlasses. However, the extension is possible for many important geometrionept lasses, and the role of the v dimension is played by the numberof parameters of the lass, whih, in all of our examples, is losely relatedto the v dimension of the lass. Thus, the situation here signi�antly d-i�ers from that of the usual minimax theory, where a single ombinatorialparameter|the v dimension|ompletely determines the behavior of theonept lass.In this subsetion we provide examples of onept lasses for whih theminimax lower bound of Theorem 3.4 for the expeted probability of errorEL(gn) = Pfgn(X) 6= IfX2Cgg an be extended to its individual version. Allexamples shown here are based on lower bounds obtained for a very simpleonept lass introdued in Haussler et al. (1994): The lass Ck of unions ofk initial segments is de�ned as follows: let X = [0; 1℄ � f1; 2; : : : ; kg be thesupport of X, and Ck = 8<: k[j=1([0; zj℄� fjg) : z 2 [0; 1℄k9=; : (3.15)



3. Pattern reognition 46The lass Ck is therefore parametrized by a vetor of k parameters: z =(z1; : : : ; zk) 2 [0; 1℄k. Clearly, the v dimension of Ck is also k, thus thefollowing result states that there always exists a distribution-target pair suhthat the error is essentially within a fator of two of the upper bound of(3.12) in�nitely many times.Theorem 3.8. (Shuurmans (1996), Antos and Lugosi (1998)) Let� be the uniform distribution on X . For every sequene of learning rulesfgng, there exist a C 2 Ck suh that if C is the \true" onept, then for all0 < � < 1, EL(gn) > (1� �) k2n for in�nitely many n;that is, lind(D; fk=2ng) � 1 and fk=ng is an individual lower rate for D.Remark. Haussler et al. (1994, Theorem 3.2) showed for the lass Ck ofunions of k initial segments that for every learning rule, and for every n,there exists a C 2 Ck suh thatEL(gn) � k2n �O �n�2� :Furthermore, in their proof of this lower bound, the randomization is inde-pendent of n. To make the proof of Theorem 3.8 short, we use many elementsof the proof of the above inequality. 2Remark. Note that the lower bound k=(2n) � O (n�2) for the minimaxexpeted error is better in the onstant fator than the bound of Theorem 3.4.However, it is less general, sine it does not apply to any v lass. 2Remark. It is lear from the proof of the theorem that the uniform distri-bution may be replaed by any nonatomi distribution on X . 2
Proof. Let z 2 [0; 1℄k be the parameter that determines C 2 Ck. Firstwe introdue some notation. Let Y (z) = IfX2Cg, Yi(z) = IfXi2Cg, and



3. Pattern reognition 47Dn(z) = ((X1; Y1(z)); : : : ; (Xn; Yn(z))). Denote X = hU;Mi so that U isuniformly distributed on [0; 1℄, M is uniform on f1; : : : ; kg, and U and Mare independent. Introduel = max fu 2 [0; 1℄ : u � U and hu;Mi 2 fX1; : : : ; Xng [ h0;Migand r = min fu 2 [0; 1℄ : u � U and hu;Mi 2 fX1; : : : ; Xng [ h1;Mig ;that is, l and r are the left and right neighbors of U among the data pointsfalling on the M -th segment. Finally, de�ne the following (random) sets ofparameters:Ln = nz 2 [0; 1℄k : zM 2 [l; U)o and Rn = nz 2 [0; 1℄k : zM 2 [U; r)o :Clearly, EL(gn) � Rn(z) def= Pfgn(X;Dn(z)) 6= Y (z); z 2 Ln [ Rng :We apply Lemma 2.2 for Rn(z). (The reason why we do not de�ne Rn(z)as the expeted probability of error EL(gn) itself is that this is the onlyway we an ensure that the additional stability property (2.10) required byLemma 2.2 holds.) We will show that if the random vetor Z = (Z1; : : : ; Zk)is uniformly distributed on [0; 1℄k and independent of X;X1; : : : ; Xn, thenEfRn(Z)g � k2(n+ 1) � k22(n+ 1)(n+ 2)  1� �1� 1k�n+2! ; (3.16)and fsupz Rn(z)=EfRn(Z)gg is bounded, from whih the theorem follows.First we prove the lower bound for the expeted value of Rn(Z). By theindependene of Z and X;X1; : : : ; Xn,Rn(Z) = Pfgn(X;Dn(Z)) 6= Y (Z); Z 2 Ln [ RnjZg ; (3.17)andEfRn(Z)g = Pfgn(X;Dn(Z)) 6= Y (Z); Z 2 Ln [ Rng= E fPfgn(X;Dn(Z)) 6= Y (Z); Z 2 Ln [ RnjX;X1; : : : ; Xngg



3. Pattern reognition 48= EnPfgn(X;Dn(Z)) 6= Y (Z)jZ 2 Ln; X;X1; : : : ; XngPfZ 2 LnjX;X1; : : : ; Xng+Pfgn(X;Dn(Z)) 6= Y (Z)jZ 2 Rn; X;X1; : : : ; XngPfZ 2 RnjX;X1; : : : ; Xngo� Enmin(PfZ 2 LnjX;X1; : : : ; Xng;PfZ 2 RnjX;X1; : : : ; Xng)o= E fmin(U � l; r � U)g= k2(n+ 1) � k22(n+ 1)(n+ 2)  1� �1� 1k�n+2! ;where the last equality follows from diret alulation, whih is detailed inthe proof of Theorem 3.2 in Haussler et al. (1994).On the other hand, we observe that for eah �xed z 2 [0; 1℄k,Rn(z) � Pfz 2 Ln [ Rng � 2kn + 1 : (3.18)This may be seen by onditioning on the set fX;X1; : : : ; Xng, and observ-ing that sine X;X1; : : : ; Xn are i.i.d., the probability remains the same bypermuting them. Of the (n + 1)! permutations, there are at most 2kn! suhthat X is a neighbor of one of the zi's. Therefore,supz Rn(z)ERn(Z) � 4 + o(1);so the ondition of Lemma 2.2 is satis�ed, and the proof of the theorem isomplete. 2We extend Theorem 3.8 to more general lasses of geometri oneptsby embedding, showing that the above lower bound remains true for manyother important lasses of \dimension" k. (Here by dimension we mean thenumber of parameters of the lass, whih, in most of our ases, essentiallyoinides with the v dimension of the lass.) These examples inlude thelass of halfspaes, the lass of d-dimensional intervals, the lass of eulideanballs, the lass of all ellipsoids, ertain lasses of neural networks, et.For example, we have the following straightforward orollary of Theo-rem 3.8.



3. Pattern reognition 49Corollary 3.1. (Antos and Lugosi (1998)) Let C be a lass of on-epts. If there exist invertible measurable mappings f1; : : : ; fk : [0; 1℄ ! Rdsuh that the sets fi([0; 1℄) are disjoint and for all z = (z1; : : : ; zk) 2 [0; 1℄kthere exists a C 2 C withC \ (f1([0; 1℄) [ � � � [ fk([0; 1℄)) = f1([0; z1℄) [ � � � [ fk([0; zk℄);then for any sequene of lassi�ers fgng, there exists a distribution-targetpair (�; C) with � onentrated on f1([0; 1℄)[ � � � [ fk([0; 1℄) and C 2 C suhthat for all 0 < � < 1,EL(gn) > (1� �) k2n for in�nitely many n;that is, lind(D; fk=2ng) � 1 and fk=ng is an individual lower rate for D. 2The above orollary may be applied to many important geometri on-ept lasses. Below we give a short list of examples. The proofs are quitestraightforward, most of them an be found in Haussler et al. (1994, p.279).1. If C is the lass of subsets of R that an be written as a union of mintervals, then k = 2m.2. k = d for the lass of d-dimensional otants:nx 2 Rd : xi � ai; i = 1; : : : ; do ; a1; : : : ; ad 2 R ;where x1; : : : ; xd are the omponents of the vetor x.3. k = 2d for the lass of d-dimensional intervals:nx 2 Rd : ai � xi � bi; i = 1; : : : ; do ;where a1; b1; : : : ; ad; bd 2 R.4. k = d if C is the lass of halfspaes of Rd, that is, sets of the form(x : dXi=1 aixi + a0 � 0) ; a0; a1; : : : ; ad 2 R :



3. Pattern reognition 505. k = d ifC = ((x 2 Rd : dYi=1(xi � ai) � 0) : a1; : : : ; ad 2 R) :6. k = d+ 1 for the lass of balls in Rd:(x 2 Rd : dXi=1(xi � ai)2 � r) ;where a1; : : : ; ad; r 2 R; r � 0.7. k = 2d for the lass of all d-dimensional ellipsoids:(x 2 Rd : dXi=1 (xi � ai)2bi � 1) ;where a1; b1; : : : ; ad; bd 2 R.8. k = md for the lass of onvex polyhedra of m faes in Rd.9. k = md for the lass C of all neural network lassi�ers on Rd with mhidden nodes in their single hidden layer, that is, eah C 2 C is of the form(x : mXi=1 ai�(bixT + i) + a0 � 0) ;where a0; : : : ; am; 1; : : : ; m 2 R, b1; : : : ; bm 2 Rd, and � is the thresholdsigmoid �(x) = Ifx>0g. (xT denotes the transpose of a vetor x.)Remark. Based on Corollary 3.1, we may de�ne a new \dimension" � fora onept lass C as follows: let � be the largest integer k suh that thereexist k invertible measurable mappings f1; : : : ; fk : [0; 1℄! Rd suh that thesets fi([0; 1℄) are disjoint and for all z = (z1; : : : ; zk) 2 [0; 1℄k there exists aC 2 C withC \ (f1([0; 1℄) [ � � � [ fk([0; 1℄)) = f1([0; z1℄) [ � � � [ fk([0; zk℄):If no suh mapping exists then � = 0, and if for eah k there are k mappingswith the above property, then � =1.Corollary 3.1 shows the relation of � to individual lower bounds for theexpeted error. Lower bounds for � may be obtained in spei� ases by



3. Pattern reognition 51onstrution. For upper bounds, note that it is easy to see that � � V , sinea set fx1; : : : ; x�g is shattered by C if for eah i � �, xi 2 fi([0; 1℄). Further,it is easy to see that for eah n,s(n) � � n���(just put at least bn=� of the n points on eah image fi([0; 1℄) of the segment[0; 1℄, i = 1; : : : ;�), whih means that also � � D, where D is the Assouaddensity of C, de�ned asD = inf (r > 0 : supn s(n)nr <1) ;see Assouad (1983). (It is well-known that D � V , D < 1 if and only ifV < 1, and that for eah k there exists a lass C with V = k and D = 0.)Thus, we have � � D � V :On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.1 that thereexists a lass C suh that D = V =1, but � = 0. 23.4.4 Cumulative error boundsLet fgng be a sequene of learning rules. The umulative error is de�ned as1n nXi=1 Ifgi(Xi+1;Di)6=IfXi+12Cgg ;that is, the relative frequeny of errors ommitted by the sequene in the�rst n steps, if the �rst i labelled examples are always used to predit thelabel of the i + 1-th example. Now the loss funtion is the umulative errorprobability l(fgigni=1; g�) def= 1n nXi=1L(gi) :Based on the results of the previous subsetion, it is easy to obtain indi-vidual lower bounds for the expeted value of the umulative error.



3. Pattern reognition 52It is a diret onsequene of (3.12) that there exists a sequene of learningrules suh that for all distribution-target pairsE(1n nXi=1 Ifgi(Xi+1;Di)6=IfXi+12Cgg) � V log(n + 1) + 1n ;whih means that for the expeted umulative error fV log nn g is a minimaxupper rate of onvergene for the lass D (see Haussler et al. (1994)).Haussler et al. (1994) onsidered minimax lower bounds for the expetedumulative error. The observation (3.14) is at the basis of the proof of theirresult:Theorem 3.9. (Haussler et al. (1994)) For the lass Ck introdued inSetion 3.4.3, for every n, and for every sequene of learning rules, there ex-ists a distribution-target pair suh that the expeted umulative error satis�esE(1n nXi=1 Ifgi(Xi+1;Di)6=IfXi+12Cgg) � k2n �log n + 1k � 1�� 14n ;that is, for the expeted umulative error the sequene fk log nn g is a minimaxlower rate of onvergene for the lass D. 2We have the following individual extension of the above minimax lowerbound:Theorem 3.10. (Antos and Lugosi (1998)) Let � be the uniform dis-tribution on [0; 1℄� f1; 2; : : : ; kg. For every sequene of learning rules fgng,there exist a C 2 Ck suh that for all 0 < � < 1,E(1n nXi=1 Ifgi(Xi+1;Di)6=IfXi+12Cgg) > (1� �) k2n logn for in�nitely many n;that is, for the expeted umulative error lind(D; f k2n logng) � 1 and fk log nn gis an individual lower rate for D.Proof. We apply Lemma 2.2 withRn(z) def= 1n nXi=1Pfgi(Xi+1; Di(z)) 6= Yi+1(z); z 2 Li [ Rig :



3. Pattern reognition 53(Reall the de�nition of Yi(z), Di(z), Li and Ri from Setion reower.)Clearly, E( 1n nXi=1 Ifgi(Xi+1;Di)6=IfXi+12Cgg)= 1n nXi=1Pfgi(Xi+1; Di(z)) 6= Yi+1(z)g � Rn(z) :Then it follows from (3.16) that if Z is uniform on [0; 1℄� f1; 2; : : : ; kg, andindependent of X;X1; X2 : : :, thenERn(Z) � k2n �log n+ 1k � 1�� 14n :(For the details see Haussler et al. (1994, p.278).) On the other hand, (3.18)implies that for eah z,Rn(z) � 1n nXi=1 2ki+ 1 � 2kn log(n + 1) ;so ondition (2.10) is satis�ed, whih ompletes the proof. 23.4.5 Bounds for the tail probabilitiesThe purpose of this subsetion is to give individual lower bounds of thefollowing type: let C be a lass of onepts, and let f�ng be a sequene ofpositive numbers. Then for any sequene of learning rules fgng, there existsa distribution-target pair (�; C) with C 2 C suh thatPfL(gn) � �ng � an for in�nitely many n:Here we would like to havean � (0n�n)1ke�2n�nfor some onstants 0; 1; 2, where k is the \dimension" of C so that the resultis indeed an extension of Theorem 3.5. Clearly, these bounds are muh moreinformative than bounds for the expeted value of L(gn). For some sequenes



3. Pattern reognition 54of f�ng's (whih we believe to be the most interesting ones) we will be ableto prove suh results if C is one of the geometri onept lasses disussed inSetion 3.4.3.Clearly, the most interesting values of �n are onstant multiples of 1=n,sine this is the range where the probability of error L(gn) of a good learningrule gn is expeted to be with high probability. Our result extends Theo-rem 3.5 to suh values of �n:Theorem 3.11. (Antos and Lugosi (1998)) Let Ck be the lass of unionsof k initial segments as de�ned in (3.15), and let � be the uniform distributionon X = [0; 1℄ � f1; : : : ; kg. Let �1, �2, . . . be nonnegativ numbers suh thatfn = n�ng does not tend to 1 as n ! 1. For any sequene fgng thereexists a C 2 Ck suh that for eah Æ 2 (0; 1),PfL(gn) � �ng � (1� Æ)12 k�1Xi=0 (n)ii! e�n for in�nitely many n; (3.19)where  = log 256 � 5:545, so lind(D; f12(n�n=(k � 1))k�1e�n�ng) � 1, thatis, f(n�n=k)k�1e�n�ng and so f1g is an individual lower rate for D. 2Remark. At the prie of more ompliated arguments, the value of theonstant  may be improved to something slightly larger than 2. 2Remark. A possible hoie is �n = =n for any  � 0. 2Remark. Note that sinek�1Xi=0 (n)ii! e�n � � nk � 1�k�1 e�n ;apart from onstants, the lower bound of Theorem 3.11 has the same formas that of Theorem 3.5. 2Remark. By the same embedding argument as the one used in Corollary3.1, Theorem 3.11 an be extended to the onept lasses listed in Setion3.4.3. 2



3. Pattern reognition 55The intuitive idea behind the proof of Theorem 3.11 is that in eah of thek segments, inside the interval between the rightmost data point labelled by 1and the leftmost data point labelled by 0, no learning rule an do better thanmere guessing. Thus, the sum of the lengths of these intervals determines thesize of the minimal probability of error. In the proof we exploit the fat thatthe length of these intervals have approximately exponential distribution, andthey are almost independent, therefore we may approximate the minimax taildistribution of L(gn) by the tail of an appropriate gamma distribution. Theproof is quite tehnial, so parts of it are given in lemmas after the main lineof the proof.Proof of Theorem 3.11. We assume that n �  � 0, the proof of thegeneral ase is idential. First we introdue some notation:U�nj = maxfu 2 [0; 1℄ : hu; ji 2 fXi : Yi = 1g [ h0; jig ;U+nj = minfu 2 [0; 1℄ : hu; ji 2 fXi : Yi = 0g [ h1; jig ;A0nj = (U�nj; U+nj) ;Anj = A0nj � fjg ;An = k[j=1Anj :Step 1. We apply Lemma 2.2 for Rn(z) = Rn;�n(z), where for eah � > 0,Rn;�(z) def= PfL(gn) > �g = P8<:ZX Ifgn(x;Dn(z)) 6=Y (x;z)g d�(x) > �9=; :(Here Y (x; z) = Ifx2Czg, where Cz is the onept assoiated with the param-eter z 2 [0; 1℄k.) Just like in the proof of Theorem 3.8, let Z = (Z1; : : : ; Zk)be uniformly distributed on [0; 1℄k, and independent of X;X1; : : : ; Xn. SineRn;�n(z) is always bounded above by 1, and sine the desired lower boundof (3.19) does not tend to 0 as n ! 1, it suÆes to prove a suitable lowerbound for ERn;�(Z), as the stability property (2.10) is automatially satis-�ed, that is, fsupz Rn(z)=ERn(Z)g (or at least one of its subsequenes) isbounded.



3. Pattern reognition 56We will show that for eah n and �,ERn;�(Z) � 12 k�1Xi=0 ()ii! e� � 12 " k�1Xi=0 ()ii! e�! ke�n=k + ke�nk�1�pe2 �#(3.20)(where  = n�), whih proves the theorem, sine the term inside the braketsonverges to zero rapidly as n!1.Clearly, by the independene of Z and X;X1; : : : ; Xn,Rn;�(Z) = P8<:ZX Ifgn(x;Dn(Z)) 6=Y (x;Z)g d�(x) > �������Z9=;� P8><>:ZAn Ifgn(x;Dn(Z)) 6=Y (x;Z)g d�(x) > ��������Z9>=>; :Thus, we haveERn;�(Z) � P8><>:ZAn Ifgn(x;Dn(Z)) 6=Y (x;Z)g d�(x) > �9>=>;= E8><>:P8><>:ZAn Ifgn(x;Dn(Z)) 6=Y (x;Z)g d�(x) > ��������Dn(Z)9>=>;9>=>;= E8><>:P8><>: kXj=1 ZAnj Ifgn(x;Dn(Z)) 6=Y (x;Z)g d�(x) > ��������Dn(Z)9>=>;9>=>; :Step 2. In this step we obtain a lower bound for PfL(gn) > �g in terms ofthe spaings ontaining the Zi's. Let �nj = U+nj � U�nj. For all n and � > 0,ERn;�(Z) � 12P8<:1k kXj=1 �nj � 4�9=; :Proof of Step 2. Clearly,ZAnj Ifgn(x;Dn(Z)) 6=Y (x;Z)g d�(x) = 1k�(Anj \ (Bnj 4 C)) = 1k�(Bnj 4 Cnj) ;where � is the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure, andBnj = fx 2 Anj : gn(x;Dn(Z)) = 1g ;



3. Pattern reognition 57and Cnj = C \ Anj :Then it follows by Lemma 3.2 below thatZAnj Ifgn(x;Dn(Z)) 6=Y (x;Z)g d�(x) � 1k ���U�nj + �(Bnj)� Zj��� ;and thereforeP8><>: kXj=1 ZAnj Ifgn(x;Dn(Z)) 6=Y (x;Z)g d�(x) > ��������Dn(Z)9>=>;� P8<: 1k kXj=1 jU�nj + �(Bnj)� Zjj > �������Dn(Z)9=;� 12In 1kPkj=1 �nj�4�o ;where the last inequality is proved in Lemma 3.3 below. Taking expetedvalues of both sides, we obtainERn;�(Z) � 12P8<:1k kXj=1 �nj � 4�9=;as desired. 2Step 3. Obviously,P8<:1k kXj=1 �nj � 4�9=; � P8<:1k kXj=1 �nj � 4�; 8Nj > 09=; ;where Nj denotes the number of Xi's falling on the j'th segment [0; 1℄�fjg.If Nj > 0, given Nj, the onditional distribution of �nj is the same as thedistribution of the sum of two spaings de�ned by Nj+1 i.i.d. uniform randomvariables on [0; 1℄, that is, for all � 2 [0; 1℄,Pf�nj � �jN1; : : : ; Nkg = Pf�nj � �jNjg = (1� �)Nj (1 +Nj�)(see, e.g., Reiss (1989)). A ruial step of the proof is approximating theonditional distributions of the �nj's by appropriate exponential distribu-tions. For Nj > 0, de�ne �j = Nj log 4 � 2 log(1 + Nj=2), and de�ne the



3. Pattern reognition 58random variables �0n1; : : : ; �0nk suh that given N1; : : : ; Nk, they are ondition-ally independent, and the onditional distribution of �0nj is exponential withparameter �j, that is,Pf�0nj � �jN1; : : : ; Nkg = Pf�0nj � �jNjg = e��j� :(If Nj = 0 for some j, then Pf�0nj � �jN1; : : : ; Nkg is de�ned arbitrarily.)Then, by Lemma 3.4 below, for all �,P8<:1k kXj=1 �nj � 4�; 8Nj > 09=; � P8<:1k kXj=1 �0nj � 4�; 8Nj > 09=;� ke�nk�1�pe2 � :Step 4. To �nish the proof of (3.20), it remains to show thatP8<:1k kXj=1 �0nj � 4�; 8Nj > 09=; � k�1Xi=0 ()ii! e� �1� ke�n=k� :To do this, we may proeed as follows:P8<:1k kXj=1 �0nj � 4�; 8Nj > 09=; = E8<:If8Nj>0gP8<: 1k kXj=1 �0nj � 4�������N1; : : : ; Nk9=;9=;� E8<:If8Nj>0gP8<: 1k kXj=1 �00nj � 4�������N1; : : : ; Nk9=;9=;(where the �00nj are de�ned exatly as the�0nj but with �j replaed by �0j = Nj log 4)� E(If8Nj>0gP(Pkj=1 �0j�00njPki=1 �0j � 4������N1; : : : ; Nk))(by Lemma 3.5 below)= E(If8Nj>0gP(�k � 4� kXi=1 �0j�����N1; : : : ; Nk))(where given N1; : : : ; Nk, the random variable �k hask-th order gamma distribution with parameter 1,sine given Nj, eah �0j�00nj has exponentialdistribution with parameter 1.)



3. Pattern reognition 59= E nIf8Nj>0gP f�k � 4n� log 4jN1; : : : ; Nkgo(sine Pki=1 �0j = n log 4)= E(If8Nj>0g k�1Xi=0 ()ii! e�)= k�1Xi=0 ()ii! e�Pf8Nj > 0g� k�1Xi=0 ()ii! e� �1� ke�n=k� ;sinePf8Nj > 0g � 1� kPfN1 = 0g = 1� k �1� 1k�n � 1� ke�n=k ;and the proof of (3.20) is �nished, so the proof of the theorem is omplete.2 The following lemmas are used in the proof above. We use the notationintrodued in the text.Lemma 3.2. Let Enj = (U�nj; U�nj + �(Bnj))� fjg :For all n, j 2 f1; : : : ; kg, z 2 [0; 1℄k, and data points X1; : : : ; Xn,�(Bnj 4 Cnj) � �(Enj 4 Cnj) :Proof. Clearly, �(Enj) = �(Bnj). Assume, on the ontrary, that�(Enj 4 Cnj) > �(Bnj 4 Cnj) :Theneither �(Enj \ Cnj) > �(Bnj \ Cnj) or �(Enj \ Cnj) > �(Bnj \ Cnj) ;where A = [0; 1℄ � fjg � A is the omplement of a set A � [0; 1℄ � fjg. Inthe �rst ase Cnj � Enj, so we have�(Enj) = �(Enj \ Cnj) + �(Enj \ Cnj) > �(Bnj \ Cnj) + �(Cnj) � �(Bnj) ;



3. Pattern reognition 60a ontradition. In the seond ase Enj � Cnj. Then similarly to the �rstase,�(Enj) = �(Enj \ Cnj) + �(Enj \ Cnj) > �(Cnj) + �(Bnj \ Cnj) � �(Bnj) ;again a ontradition. 2Lemma 3.3.P8<: 1k kXj=1 jU�nj + �(Bnj)� Zjj > �������Dn(Z)9=; � 12If 1kPkj=1 �nj�4�g :Proof. Sine given Dn, the Zj's are independent and uniform on the setsA0nj, P8<: 1k kXj=1 jU�nj + �(Bnj)� Zjj > �������Dn(Z)9=;= �k(fz 2 Nkj=1A0nj : 1k Pkj=1 jU�nj + �(Bnj)� zjj > �g)�k(Nkj=1A0nj)where � is the one-dimensional, and �k is the k-dimensional Lebesgue mea-sure. De�ne Mnj = 12(U�nj + U+nj), andTn def= kOj=1(Mnj; U+nj) :Then �k(fz 2 Nkj=1A0nj : 1k Pkj=1 jU�nj + �(Bnj)� zjj > �g)�k(Nkj=1A0nj) �� �k(fz 2 Nkj=1A0nj : 1k Pkj=1 jzj �Mnjj > �g)�k(Nkj=1A0nj)= 2k�k(fz 2 Tn : 1k Pkj=1(zj �Mnj) > �g)2k�k(Tn)� �k(fz 2 Tn : 1k Pkj=1(zj �Mnj) > 1k Pkj=1 �nj4 g)�k(Tn)= �k(Tn \ fz : Pkj=1(zj � (Mnj + �nj4 )) > 0g)�k(Tn) ;



3. Pattern reognition 61whenever 1k Pkj=1 �nj � 4�. Observe that the last expression equals 1=2, sinethe numerator is the volume of the intersetion of the retangle Tn with ahalfspae de�ned by a hyperplane ontaining the enter of the retangle. Theproof is omplete. 2Lemma 3.4. Let the random variables �nj and �0nj be as de�ned in the proofof Theorem 3.11. Then for all �,P8<:1k kXj=1 �nj � �; 8Nj > 09=; � P8<:1k kXj=1 �0nj � �; 8Nj > 09=;� ke�nk�1�pe2 � :Proof. It is easy to see that for all Nj > 0,Pf�nj � �jNjg � Pf�0nj � �jNjg ;whenever � � 1=2, and we have equality for � = 1=2. Thus, if 8Nj > 0,P8<: 1k kXj=1 �nj � �������N1; : : : ; Nk9=;� P8<: 1k kXj=1 �nj � �������maxj�k �nj < 12 ; N1; : : : ; Nk9=;P�maxj�k �nj < 12 ����N1; : : : ; Nk�� P8<: 1k kXj=1 �0nj � �������maxj�k �0nj < 12 ; N1; : : : ; Nk9=;P�maxj�k �0nj < 12 ����N1; : : : ; Nk�= P8<: 1k kXj=1 �0nj � �;maxj�k �0nj < 12 ������N1; : : : ; Nk9=;= P8<: 1k kXj=1 �0nj � �������N1; : : : ; Nk9=;�P8<: 1k kXj=1 �0nj � �;maxj�k �0nj � 12 ������N1; : : : ; Nk9=;� P8<: 1k kXj=1 �0nj � �������N1; : : : ; Nk9=;�P�maxj�k �0nj � 12 ����N1; : : : ; Nk�



3. Pattern reognition 62� P8<: 1k kXj=1 �0nj � �������N1; : : : ; Nk9=;� kXj=1P��0nj � 12 ����Nj� :Clearly, for eah j with Nj > 0,P��0nj � 12 ����Nj� = e��j=2 � e�Nj log 2+Nj=2 :Using the fat that Nj is a binomial random variable with parameters n and1=k, we get, by straightforward alulation, thatP��0nj � 12 ; Nj > 0� = E�IfNj>0gP��0nj � 12 ����Nj��� E ne�Nj(log 2�1=2)o= "1� 1k  1� pe2 !#n� e�nk�1�pe2 � :Taking expeted values, we get the desired inequality. 2Lemma 3.5. Let �1; : : : ; �k be independent exponential random variableswith parameters �1; : : : ; �k > 0, respetively. Then for eah �,P8<:1k kXj=1 �j > �9=; � P(Pkj=1 �j�jPkj=1 �j > �) = Pf�k > k��g ;where � = 1k Pkj=1 �j, and the random variable �k has k-th order gammadistribution with parameter 1.Proof. We prove the lemma by indution for k. We will use two simplefats:Fat 1. Let �; �; �0 be real-valued random variables suh that � is in-dependent of (�; �0) and Pf� > xg � Pf�0 > xg for all x 2 R. ThenPf� + � > xg � Pf�0 + � > xg for all x.Fat 2. Let �1 and �2 be independent, exponential random variables withparameters �1 and �2, respetively. Assume 0 < �1 � �2, and let Æ =



3. Pattern reognition 63(�2 � �1)=2. Then for all � > 0, the probability Pf�1 + �2 > �g is monotoneinreasing in Æ (while holding �1+�2 �xed). In partiular, Pf�1+ �2 > �g �Pf�2 > �0�g for �0 = (�2 + �1)=2.Proof of Fat 2. Straightforward alulation shows that for Æ > 0,Pf�1 + �2 > �g = �2e��1� � �1e��2��2 � �1 = e��0�  �0�sinh(Æ�)Æ� + osh(Æ�)! ;and for Æ = 0,Pf�1 + �2 > �g = Pf�2 > �0�g = (1 + �0�)e��0�:Sine sinh(x)=x and osh(x) are monotone inreasing on [0;1), Fat 2 fol-lows.Now we are ready to prove the lemma. The statement is trivially true fork = 1, and by Fat 2 for k = 2. Let k � 3, and assume that the statementis true for k � 1. There exist two indies j; j 0 � k suh that �j � � and�j0 � �. Without loss of generality, we assume that �1 � � and �2 � �.Let �01 and �02 be independent exponential random variables with parameter� and �1 + �2 � �, also independent of all �j. Sinej�1 � �2j2 � ������� �1 + �22 ����� ;Fat 2 implies that Pf�1 + �2 > �g � Pf�01 + �02 > �g :Also, by the indutive assumption,P8<:�02 + kXj=3 �j > �9=; � Pf�k�1=� > �g :Using these and Fat 1 twie, we obtainP8<: kXj=1 �j > �9=; � P8<:�01 + �02 + kXj=3 �j > �9=;� Pf�01 + �k�1=� > �g= Pf�k > ��g : 2



Chapter 4Funtional estimation4.1 Funtional estimation problemsWe are given n i.i.d. observations Dn = fX1; : : : ; Xng, drawn from the om-mon unknown distribution of X on the disrete set X . Let F be a funtionalassigning a real (possibly in�nite) value to eah possible distribution of X.In many ases it is of great importane to be able to estimate F auratelyif it is �nite, that is, �nd an estimate Fn = Fn(X1; : : : ; Xn) of F suh thatjFn � F j is small. Hene the loss funtion is the obvious distanel(Fn; F ) def= jFn � F j :Important speial ases are, when F is the expetation, the entropy, themutual information and the Bayes-error in pattern reognition.Expetation. In the �rst ase X has a distribution p(i) on X � R, andthe expetation of X is F = m def= EX = Xi2X ip(i) :Also one would like to estimate the moments (and so the variane) of X,m(k) def= EfXkg = Xi2X ikp(i) ;whih leads again to the estimation of the expetation.Entropy. In the seond ase assume that X has a distribution p(i) on theset of the natural numbers N , and onsider the entropy of X, given byF = H def= � 1Xi=1 p(i) log2 p(i) :64



4. Funtional estimation 65This quantity has ruial importane in information theory (see, e.g., Coverand Thomas (1991)).Mutual information. In the third ase we onsider, we have a two-di-mensional variable (V;W ) with distribution p(i; j) on N 2 and marginal dis-tributions pV (i) and pW (j). The mutual information of V and W is de�nedas F = I def= Xi;j p(i; j) log2 p(i; j)pV (i)pW (j) :Bayes error. In the fourth ase, we onsider a two-dimensional variable(X; Y ) with distribution �(i; j) on N � f0; 1g. The distribution of X is �(i)and the onditional distribution of Y given X is given by PfY = 1jX = ig =�(i). The Bayes-errorF = L� def= 1Xi=1 �(i)min(�(i); 1� �(i)) = 1Xi=1min(�(i; 1); �(i; 0))is the best possible probability of error we an ahieve in lassi�ation, seeChapter 3. Thus it is important to estimate L� aurately, even before pat-tern reognition is attempted. Also, a omparison of estimate of the errorprobability L(gn) of a deision rule and that of L� gives us an idea how muhroom is left for improvement.4.2 ConsistenyFirst we prove a onsisteny result under general assumptions. If p(i) deter-mines the distribution of X, let the funtional F be given in the form:F def= g  Xi f(i; p(i))! ;where f : N � [0; 1℄ 7! R and g : R 7! R are real-valued funtions. Theplug-in estimate of F is de�ned byFn def= g  Xi f(i; pn(i))! ;



4. Funtional estimation 66where pn(i) = 1n nXj=1 IfXj=igdenotes the relative frequeny of the ourene of i in the sample of size n.Theorem 4.1. (Antos (1999b)) Assume that for eah i 2 N , f(i; �) :[0; 1℄ 7! R is nonnegative, onave, ontinuous and for eah integers n and0 � j < n it satis�es ����f �i; j + 1n �� f �i; jn����� � Knpfor some positive onstants p and K. Also suppose that g : [0;1) 7! R ismonotone inreasing, onave, and Lipshitz(q;K 0), that is,jg(x)� g(y)j � K 0jx� yjq ; x; y 2 [0;1) :If pq > 1=2, then the plug-in estimate of F is strongly universally onsistent,that is, limn!1Fn = F a.s.If F <1, the estimate is also onsistent in L2, that is,limn!1Ef(Fn � F )2g = 0 :The proof of Theorem 4.1 uses the following lemmas:Lemma 4.1. (MDiarmid (1989)) Let X1; : : : ; Xn be independent randomvariables on X , and assume that f : X n 7! R satis�essupx1;:::;xn;x0i2X jf(x1; : : : ; xn)� f(x1; : : : ; xi�1; x0i; xi+1; : : : ; xn)j � i ; 1 � i � n :Then for all � > 0Pff(X1; : : : ; Xn)� Ef(X1; : : : ; Xn) � �g � e�2�2=Pni=1 2i : 2Lemma 4.2. (Devroye (1991)) If the onditions of Lemma 4.1 hold, thenVarff(X1; : : : ; Xn)g � 14 nXi=1 2i : 2



4. Funtional estimation 67Proof of Theorem 4.1. We prove the following properties of Fn:(a) For every n g(0) � Fn :(b) For every n EFn � F :() For every � > 0 P fjFn � EFnj > �g � 2e�K1n2pq�1�2 ;where K1 = 2K02(2K)2q .(d) VarFn � 12K1n2pq�1 :(a) is obvious, beause g is monotone.(b) follows diretly from Jensen's inequality and the onavity of thefuntions f(i; �) and g.Lemma 4.1 implies (). To see this, note that by hanging the value of onesample point Xi, there an be two values, j and k suh that pn(j) inreasesby 1=n and pn(k) dereases by the same amount. Then by the properties ofthe funtions f(i; �), the value of Pi f(i; pn(i)) annot hange by more than2Knp ;hene, by the properties of the funtion g, the value of Fn annot hange bymore than K 0(2K)qnpq :Lemma 4.2 implies (d), similarly.Noting that, by the strong law of large numbers, for eah i, limn!1 pn(i) =pi a.s., ontinuity and Fatou's lemma implylim infn!1 Xi f(i; pn(i)) �Xi f(i; p(i)) a.s.



4. Funtional estimation 68Sine g is inreasing and ontinuous on (0;1)lim infn!1 Fn = lim infn!1 g  Xi f(i; pn(i))! � g  lim infn!1 Xi f(i; pn(i))!� g  Xi f(i; p(i))! = F a.s. (4.1)For pq > 1=2 it follows from () and the Borel-Cantelli lemma thatlim supn!1 Fn = lim supn!1 EFn a.s. ;whih is at most F by (b). This and (4.1) together implylimn!1Fn = F a.s.To get the L2 onsisteny, again by Fatou's lemma, we obtainF � lim supn!1 EFn � lim infn!1 EFn � Eflim infn!1 Fng = F :Thus, limn!1EFn = F , and sineEf(Fn � F )2g = VarFn + (EFn � F )2 ; (4.2)using (d), we onlude that for F <1, limn!1Ef(Fn � F )2g = 0. 2We show that the plug-in estimates of the four funtionals mentionedabove are onsistent, that is, lind(D; f1g) = 0, where D is the lass of allallowed distributions.Expetation. The plug-in estimate of the expetationm is just the obviousaverage estimate mn = Pnj=1Xjn = Xi2X ipn(i) :Theorem 4.2. (Law of Large Numbers) The plug-in estimate of m isstrongly universally onsistent, that is,limn!1mn = m a.s.For jmj <1 it is also onsistent in L1, that is,limn!1Efjmn �mjg = 0 : 2



4. Funtional estimation 69Remark. Obviously an analogous statement holds for the moments of X.2Entropy. The plug-in estimate of the entropy H isHn = � 1Xi=1 pn(i) log2 pn(i) :Theorem 4.3. (Antos (1999b)) The plug-in estimate of H is strongly u-niversally onsistent, that is, limn!1Hn = H a.s.For H <1 it is also onsistent in L2, that is,limn!1Ef(Hn �H)2g = 0 :Proof. We apply Theorem 4.1. Nowf(i; p(i)) = �p(i) log2 p(i) and g(x) = x :The onditions are satis�ed with K 0 = 1, q = 1, with any 1=2 < p < 1 andK = 1e(1�p) ln 2 (e.g., p = 3=4 and K = 3 are suitable). 2Remark. Diretly we ould prove the following properties of Hn:(a) For every n 0 � Hn � log2 n ;beause Hn is just the entropy of a distribution onentrating on atmost n di�erent points.(b) For every n EHn � H :



4. Funtional estimation 70() For every � > 0 P fjHn �EHnj > �g � 2e�n�2=2 log22 n ;beause for eah integers n and 0 � j < n����j + 1n log2 j + 1n � jn log2 jn ���� � log2 nn :(d) VarHn � log22 nn : 2Mutual information. For the mutual information letpn(i; j) = 1n nXk=1 IfVk=i;Wk=jgdenote the relative frequeny of the ourene of (i; j) in the sample of sizen, with marginal distributions fpV;n(i)g and fpW;n(j)g. Using the identityI = H(V ) +H(W )�H(V;W ), the results for entropy estimation show theonsisteny of the plug-in estimateIn =Xi;j pn(i; j) log2 pn(i; j)pV;n(i)pW;n(j) :Corollary 4.1. (Antos (1999b)) If H(V;W ) is �nite then the plug-inestimate of I is strongly universally onsistent and onsistent in L2, that is,limn!1 In = I a.s.and limn!1Ef(In � I)2g = 0 : 2Remark. Note that it is possible that H(V;W ) =1 while I = 0. 2



4. Funtional estimation 71Bayes-error. In a �rst group of methods, the Bayes-error L� is estimatedby an estimate bLn of the error probability L(gn) of some onsistent lassi�-ation rule gn. As suh, this problem has been attempted, for example, byFukunaga and Kessel (1971), Chen and Fu (1973), Fukunaga and Hummel-s (1987) and Garnett and Yau (1977). Conerning the error estimation ofspei� lassi�ation rules, see Chapter 10 in MLahlan (1992). Clearly, ifthe estimate bLn we use is strongly onsistent in the sense that bLn�L(gn)! 0with probability one as n ! 1, and the rule is strongly onsistent, thenbLn ! L� with probability one. In other words, we have a strongly onsistentestimate of the Bayes error probability.For example, the plug-in estimate of L� isbLn = 1Xi=1min(�n(i; 1); �n(i; 0)) ;where �n(i; j) = 1n nXk=1 IfXk=i;Yk=jg ; j = 0; 1denotes the relative frequeny of the ourene of (i; j) in the sample of sizen. This is just the resubstitution estimate of the error probability of thehistogram rule, if the ells of the partition are the points fig (see Devroye etal. (1996)). The onsisteny of this estimate an be proved the same way asTheorem 4.1. But it is also a onsequene of the onsisteny of the histogramrule and that of the resubstitution estimate.Theorem 4.4. (Devroye et al. (1996)) The plug-in estimate of L� isstrongly universally onsistent and onsistent in Lp, that is,limn!1 bLn = L� a.s.and limn!1EfjbLn � L�jpg = 0 : 2Remark. The theorem also holds for any (not disrete) distribution, ifthe plug-in estimate is de�ned by bLn = Pimin(�n(Ani; 1); �n(Ani; 0)), where



4. Funtional estimation 72�n(Ani; j) = 1nPnk=1 IfXk2Ani;Yk=jg (j = 0; 1), and fAnig is an appropriatesequene of partitions (see, e.g., Devroye et al. (1996)). 24.3 Slow rate of onvergeneIn this setion we show that without assuming some onditions on F , there isno method that guarantees a ertain rate of onvergene for all distributionswith �nite value of F , that is, the onvergene of the error of any estimatesan be arbitrary slow. Let F be a general funtional and let D be a lass ofdistributions. The next result establishes a general result for the onvergenein probability under some tehnial onditions.Theorem 4.5. (Antos (1999b)) Let f : R+ 7! R+ be ontinuous, striktlydereasing funtion with f(1) � 1=2 and P1k=1 f(k) � 1. Assume that for anydisrete weight vetor fq0; q1; : : :g with P1i=0 qi = 1 and 0 < qi � f(i) (i � 1),there is a sublass of distributions f�u : u 2 f0; 1gNg � D parametrized bya binary sequene u = (u1; u2; : : :) with the following properties: There aredisjoint sets B0; B1; B2; : : : on X with �u(Bi) = qi independently of u. Fori � 1, the restrition of �u to Bi is hosen from two possibilities aording tothe value of ui. Let F (u) = F (�u). If u and u0 are two bit vetors oinidingin all but the k-th bit (k � 1), then jF (u)�F (u0)j � f(k). Assume moreoverthat for all u, F (u) is �nite. Then for any sequene of estimates fFng andfor any sequene fbng of positive numbers onverging to zero, a distributionon X may be found in D to be the distribution of X, suh that F < 1 andfor any � > 0 PfjFn � F j > bng > 12 � � in�nitely often:Remark. Applying for the sequene fpbng instead of fbng, Theorem 4.5implies that for any fFng there is a distribution in D suh that for any K > 0lim supn!1 PfjFn � F j > Kbng � 12 : 2



4. Funtional estimation 73Denote the distribution of Dn by �(n). The proof of Theorem 4.5 uses thefollowing lemma:Lemma 4.3. (Antos (1999b)) Consider a lass of distributions �u;z para-metrized by a binary sequene u = (u1; u2; : : :) and z with the following prop-erties: The value of F (u) = F (�u;z) does not depend on z. Let Z be a randomvariable taking the possible values of z and let An;k � X n suh that, on onehand, n;k = �(n)u;z(An;k) does not depend on (u; z), and on the other hand, ifu and u0 are two bit vetors oiniding in all but the k-th bit (k � 1), thenfor every xn1 = (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 An;kE�(n)u;Z(xn1 ) = E�(n)u0;Z(xn1 ) : (4.3)For suh oiniding u and u0 assume moreover that jF (u) � F (u0)j � f(k).Then for any sequene of estimates fFng and for any sequene fbng of positivenumbers onverging to zero,supu;z lim supn!1 PfjFn(Dn(u; z))� F (u)j > bng � 12 lim supn!1 n;kn ;for any fkng suh that kn � 1 and f(kn) > 2bn for all suÆiantly large n.Proof. We use randomization suh that (u; z) is replaed by the indepen-dent random variables (U;Z), where U = (U1; U2; : : :) is an i.i.d. Bernoulli(12)sequene.Let Uk+ and Uk� denote the vetor U , with the di�erene that Uk+ foresthe k-th bit to be 1 and Uk� fores the k-th bit to be 0.Introdue the notationRn(u; z) = PfjFn(Dn(u; z))� F (u)j > bng :Now Rn(U;Z) � 1, thus by Fatou's lemmasupu;z lim supn!1 Rn(u; z) � Eflim supn!1 Rn(U;Z)g� lim supn!1 EfRn(U;Z)g



4. Funtional estimation 74= lim supn!1 EfPfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (U)j > bnjU;Zgg= lim supn!1 PfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (U)j > bng� lim supn!1 EfPfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (U)j > bnjDn(U;Z)gIfDn(U;Z)2An;kgg :Conditioning on Dn(U;Z) in An;k, for k = kn � 1,PfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (U)j > bnjDn(U;Z)g= PfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (Uk�)j > bn; Uk = 0jDn(U;Z)g+PfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (Uk+)j > bn; Uk = 1jDn(U;Z)g= PfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (Uk�)j > bnjDn(U;Z)gPfUk = 0jDn(U;Z)g+PfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (Uk+)j > bnjDn(U;Z)gPfUk = 1jDn(U;Z)g ;beause (4.3) implies that PfUk = 1jUk�; Dn(U;Z)g = 12 for every possible Uk�and Dn(U;Z) 2 An;k, and thus Uk� and Uk (or Uk+ and Uk) are onditionallyindependent given Dn(U;Z) 2 An;k. Moreover PfUk = 1jDn(U;Z)g = 12 forDn(U;Z) 2 An;k, soPfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (Uk�)j > bnjDn(U;Z)gPfUk = 0jDn(U;Z)g+PfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (Uk+)j > bnjDn(U;Z)gPfUk = 1jDn(U;Z)g= 12PfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (Uk�)j > bnjDn(U;Z)g+ 12PfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (Uk+)j > bnjDn(U;Z)g� 12PfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (Uk�)j+ jFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (Uk+)j >> 2bnjDn(U;Z)g� 12PfjF (Uk�)� F (Uk+)j > 2bnjDn(U;Z)g� 12Pff(k) > 2bnjDn(U;Z)g= Iff(k)>2bng2 ;Taking expetation on An;kEfPfjFn(Dn(U;Z))� F (U)j > bnjDn(U;Z)gIfDn(U;Z)2An;kgg



4. Funtional estimation 75� Iff(k)>2bng2 n;k :In summary,supu;z lim supn!1 Rn(u; z) � lim supn!1 Iff(kn)>2bng2 n;kn � 12 lim supn!1 n;knby the hoie of kn. 2Proof of Theorem 4.5. Sine bn ! 0, we an assume that bi < 1=4,i = 1; 2; : : :. For a given fqig apply Lemma 4.3 in the ase when z is �xedto, for example, 0. Let An;k = fxn1 :6 9i xi 2 Bkg. Thenn;k = �(n)u (An;k) = (1� qk)nindependently of u, and if u and u0 di�er only in the k-th bit and xn1 2 An;k,then �(n)u (xn1 ) = �(n)u0 (xn1 ) :Hene by Lemma 4.3 we get that for any sequene of estimates fFng and forany sequene fbng of positive numbers onverging to zero,supu;z lim supn!1 PfjFn(Dn(u; z))� F (u)j > bng � 12 lim supn!1 (1� qkn)n � 12 ;if f(kn) > 2bn and qkn � 1=n2 for all suÆiantly large n.This is satis�ed if, for example, kn = df�1(2bn)e � 1(! 1), qk =min� 1maxfn2:kn=kg ; f(k)� and q0 = 1�P1k=1 qk.So for all fbng, there is fqkg and u that lim supn!1PfjFn(Dn(u)) �F (u)j > bng � 1=2, whih implies that for all fbng, there is fqkg and u thatfor any � > 0PfjFn(Dn(u))� F (u)j > bng > 12 � � in�nitely often: 2Corollary 4.2. (Antos (1999b)) Assume the onditions of Theorem 4.5.Then for any sequene of estimates fFng and for any sequene fbng of positivenumbers onverging to zero, a distribution on X may be found in D to be thedistribution of X, suh that F <1 andEfjFn � F jg � bn in�nitely often: 2



4. Funtional estimation 76Remark. This means that every sequene tending to zero is an individuallower rate of onvergene for the lass D of distributions. 2Remark. Applying for the sequene fpbng instead of fbng, Corollary 4.2implies lind(D; fbng) =1 : 2Remark. The phrase \in�nitely often" annot be dropped from Theorem 4.5and Corollary 4.2 (that is, the limes superior annot be replaed by limesinferior here). Indeed, there exist deterministi sequenes ffng with jfn �F j � =pn in�nitely often for some onstant  for every F . Just onsiderthe dyadi sequeneff 0ng = � 120 ; 121 ; 221 ; 321 ; 421 ; 122 ; 222 ; : : : ; 1622 ; 123 ; 223 ; : : : ; 6423 ; : : :�and let f2n�1 = f 0n and f2n = �f 0n. Now for every F , for every i largeenough, there is an element of the sequene in the �rst 2(1 + 4 + � � �+ 4i) <4 � 4i elements, whose distane from F is at most 2�i. Thus  = 2 is asuitable hoie. With Fn � fn, we thus obtain a very good estimate along an(unknown) subsequene for every real funtional. (This an be generalizedfrom R to ertain �nite dimensional spaes, see also Birg�e (1986).) 2Now we an apply Lemma 4.3, Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.2 for thefour partiular funtionals.Expetation. As an appliation of Corollary 4.2, we obtainTheorem 4.6. (Antos (1999b)) For any sequene of estimates fmng andfor any sequene fbng of positive numbers onverging to zero, a disrete dis-tribution of X on R may be found suh that jmj <1 andEfjmn �mjg � bn in�nitely often:Proof. Take, for example, f(x) = 2�x. Given fq0; q1; : : :g with 0 < qi �2�i (i � 1), we �nd a sequene fl1; l2; : : :g of positive integers to be spei�ed



4. Funtional estimation 77later. Then we onsider the sets B0 = f0g and Bi = f2�i; 2�i+ lig, eah withtwo points. Let �u(Bi) = qi independently of u, and for a bit vetor u thedistribution �u of X on Bi (i � 1) is desribed onstrutively as follows: ifui = 1 then X = 2�i+ li, while if ui = 0, then X = 2�i. For this distribution,it is easy to verify thatm = m(u) = 1Xi=1 qi(2�i + uili) = 1Xi=1 qi2�i + 1Xi=1 uiqili � K + 1Xi=1 qili;where K = P1i=1 qi2�i. If u and u0 di�er only in the k-th bit, thenm(u)�m(u0) = 1Xi=1(ui � u0i)qili = (uk � u0k)qklk;and thus, jm(u)�m(u0)j = qklk. For k � 1 the inequality 2�k � qklk � 2 �2�kis satis�ed if, for example, lk = d 1qk2k e, and thus m(u) � K + 2. 2This means that every sequene tending to zero is an individual lowerrate of onvergene for the lass D of all disrete distributions.Remark. Examine the parameter l(p) = EfjXj logp2(1 + jXj)g of the distri-butions in the lass above. For a distribution orresponding to u, l(p)(u) =Pk qk(2�k + uklk) logp2(1 + 2�k + uklk), soXk qkuklk logp2(1 + uklk) � l(p)(u) � K1Xk qkuklk logp2(1 + uklk) +K2 :By the hoie of qk, l(p)(u) <1 if and only if Pk qkuklk logp2(1 + uklk) <1,thus l(p) is �nite over the lass if and only if Pk qklk logp2(1 + lk) < 1, thatis, Pk qklk logp2 lk < 1. For monotone dereasing bn, a good hoie is qk �min� 1maxfn:bn�2�kg ; 2�k� andXk qklk logp2 lk =Xk 2�k  log2 1qk � log2 1qklk!p �Xk 2�k  log2 1qk � k!pis �nite if Pk 2�k logp2 1qk is �nite. For example, if bn = log�r2 n; r > 0, thenqk � min(2�2k=r ; 2�k) � 2�2k=r andXk qklk logp2 1qk �Xk 2�k(1�p=r);



4. Funtional estimation 78whih is in�nite for r � p and �nite for r > p. This means that for r > pthe rate f 1logr2 ng is an individual lower rate of onvergene for the lass ofdistributions with �nite l(p), and suggests that the rate f 1logp2 ng an be ahivedfor this lass. 2Remark. Examine the moment parameter m(p) = EfjXjpg (p > 1) ofthe distributions in the lass above. For a distribution orresponding to u,m(p)(u) = Pk qk(2�k + uklk)p, soXk qkuklpk � m(p)(u) � 2p�1  Xk qk2�kp +Xk qkuklpk! :By the hoie of qk, m(p)(u) < 1 if and only if Pk qkuklpk < 1, thus m(p)is �nite over the lass if and only if Pk qklpk <1. For monotone dereasingbn, a good hoie is qk � min � 1maxfn:bn�2�kg ; 2�k� and Pk qklpk � Pk 1qp�1k 2kp .For example, if bn = n�r; r > 0, then qk � min(2�k=r; 2�k) and Pk qklpk �Pk 2�k(p�(p�1)max( 1r ;1)), whih is in�nite for r � 1 � 1=p and �nite for r >1� 1=p. This means that for r > 1� 1=p the rate f 1nr g is an individual lowerrate of onvergene for the lass of distributions with �nitem(p), and suggeststhat the rate f 1n1�1=pg an be ahived for this lass (see Theorem 4.11). 2Entropy. As an appliation of Corollary 4.2, we obtainTheorem 4.7. (Antos (1999b)) For any sequene of estimates fHng andfor any sequene fbng of positive numbers onverging to zero, a distributionof X on N may be found suh that H <1 andEfjHn �Hjg � bn in�nitely often:Proof. Take f(x) = 2�x. Given fq0; q1; : : :g with 0 < qi � 2�i i � 1,we �nd a sequene fl0; l1; : : :g of positive integers to be spei�ed later. Letli = log2 l0i. Then we partition the positive integers into onseutive bloksBi of ardinality l00 = 1, l01, l02, l03, : : :. Let �u(Bi) = qi independently of u, and



4. Funtional estimation 79for a bit vetor u the distribution �u of X on Bi is desribed onstrutivelyas follows: if ui = 1 then X is drawn uniformly over the l0i integers in thatblok, while if ui = 0, then X takes the �rst point in the blok. For thisdistribution, it is easy to verify thatH = H(u) = 1Xi=1 uiqi log2 l0i � 1Xi=0 qi log2 qi = 1Xi=1 uiqili � 1Xi=0 qi log2 qi :If u and u0 di�er only in the k-th bit, thenH(u)�H(u0) = 1Xi=1(ui � u0i)qili = (uk � u0k)qklk;and thus, jH(u)�H(u0)j = qklk. For k � 1 the inequality 2�k � qklk � 2 �2�kis satis�ed if, for example, l0k = d21=(qk2k)e, and thus H(u) � 4 +P1i=2 i2�i.2 This means that every sequene tending to zero is an individual lowerrate of onvergene for the lass D of all distributions on N .Remark. Examine the moment parameter H(p) = Pi p(i) logp2(1=p(i)) ofthe distributions in the lass above. For a distribution orresponding to u,H(p)(u) = Pk qk(� log2 qk + uklk)p, soXk qkuklpk � H(p)(u) � 2p�1  Xk qk logp2 1qk +Xk qkuklpk! :By the hoie of qk, H(p)(u) < 1 if and only if Pk qkuklpk < 1, thus H(p)is �nite over the lass if and only if Pk qklpk <1. For monotone dereasingbn, a good hoie is qk � min � 1maxfn:bn�2�kg ; 2�k� and Pk qklpk � Pk 1qp�1k 2kp .For example, if bn = n�r; r > 0, then qk � min(2�k=r; 2�k) and Pk qklpk �Pk 2�k(p�(p�1)max(1; 1r )), whih is in�nite for r � 1 � 1=p and �nite for r >1 � 1=p. This means that for r > 1 � 1=p the rate f 1nr g is an individuallower rate of onvergene for the lass of distributions with �nite H(p), andsuggests that the rate f 1n1�1=pg an be ahived for this lass. 2



4. Funtional estimation 80Mutual information. As an appliation of Corollary 4.2, we obtainTheorem 4.8. (Antos (1999b)) For any sequene of estimates fIng andfor any sequene fbng of positive numbers onverging to zero, a distributionof (V;W ) on N �N may be found suh that I <1 andEfjIn � Ijg � bn in�nitely often:Proof. Take f(x) = 2�x. Given fq0; q1; : : :g with 0 < qi � 2�i (i � 1),we �nd a sequene fl0; l1; : : :g of positive integers to be spei�ed later. Letli = log2 l0i. Then we partition the positive integers into onseutive bloksB0i of ardinality l00 = 1, l01, l02, l03, : : :. Let Bi = B0i � B0i. Let �u(Bi) = qiindependently of u, and for a bit vetor u the distribution �u of (V;W ) onBi is desribed onstrutively as follows: if ui = 1 then V is drawn uniformlyover the l0i integers in that blok and W = V , while if ui = 0, then V andW are drawn uniformly and independenly over the l0i integers in that blok.For this distribution, it is easy to verify thatI = I(u) = 1Xi=1 uiqi log2 l0i � 1Xi=0 qi log2 qi = 1Xi=1 uiqili � 1Xi=0 qi log2 qi:If u and u0 di�er only in the k-th bit, thenI(u)� I(u0) = 1Xi=1(ui � u0i)qi log2 li = (uk � u0k)qklk;and thus, jI(u)� I(u0)j = qklk. For k � 1 the inequality 2�k � qklk � 2 � 2�kis satis�ed if, for example, l0k = d21=(qk2k)e and thus I(u) � 4 +P1i=2 i2�i. 2This means that every sequene tending to zero is an individual lowerrate of onvergene for the lass D of the symmetri distributions of (V;W )on N 2 (that is, p(i; j) = p(j; i)).Bayes-error. If bLn is an estimate of L(gn), though for many lassi�ers,bLn � L(gn) an be guaranteed to onverge to zero rapidly, regardless whatthe distribution of (X; Y ) is (see Chapters 8, 23, 24 and 31 of Devroye et



4. Funtional estimation 81al. (1996)), in view of Theorem 3.1, the rate of onvergene of L(gn) to L�using suh a method may be arbitrarily slow. Thus, we annot expet a goodperformane for all distributions from suh a method.The question thus is whether it is possible to ome up with anothermethod of estimating L� suh that the di�erene bLn � L� onverges to zerorapidly for all distributions.A weaker kind of negative result is known for this general ase:Theorem 4.9. (Devroye et al. (1996)) For every n, for any estimatebLn of the Bayes error probability L�, and for every � > 0, there exists adistribution of (X; Y ), suh thatE njbLn � L�jo � 1=4� � : 2Using Lemma 4.3, we an show the following slow-rate result:Theorem 4.10. For any sequene of estimates fbLng and for any sequenefbng of positive numbers onverging to zero, a distribution of (X; Y ) on N �f0; 1g may be found suh that for any � > 0PfjbLn � L�j > bng > 12 � � in�nitely often:Proof. Given fbng, we �nd a sequene fl1; l2; : : :g of positive integers tobe spei�ed later. Then we partition the positive integers into onseutivebloks of ardinality l1; l2; l3; : : :. Let z = (z1; z2; : : :) be a vetor assigninga bit to eah integer, and let u = (u1; u2; : : :) be a vetor assigning a bit toeah blok. Then the distribution �u;z of (X; Y ) is desribed onstrutivelyas follows: �rst a blok B is drawn from the geometri distribution:PfB = ig = qi = 12i ; i � 1 :Then X is drawn uniformly over the lB integers in that blok. If uB = 0,then Y = zX , while if uB = 1, Y is Bernoulli(1=2), independent of X. Forthis distribution, it is easy to verify thatL� = L�(u) = 1Xi=1 ui2i+1 :



4. Funtional estimation 82Observe that L� depends upon u only.Apply Lemma 4.3 by replaing z by the i.i.d. Bernoulli(1=2) sequeneZ = (Z1; Z2; : : :). Let An;k = f(x1; y1); : : : ; (xn; yn) : 8i; j; xi; xj 2 Bk ) xi 6=xjg. Then n;k = �(n)u;z (An;k) � 1� n2q2k2lkindependently of (u; z), and if u and u0 di�er only in the k-th bit and(x1; y1); : : : ; (xn; yn) 2 An;k, thenE�(n)u;Z((x1; y1); : : : ; (xn; yn)) = E�(n)u0;Z((x1; y1); : : : ; (xn; yn)) :Moreover, for suh oiniding u and u0, jL�(u) � L�(u0)j = 2�k�1. Heneby Lemma 4.3 we get that for any sequene of estimates fbLng and for anysequene fbng of positive numbers onverging to zero,supu;z lim supn!1 PfjbLn(Dn(u; z))� L�(u)j > bng� 12 lim supn!1  1� n2q2kn2lkn ! � 12 � 12 lim infn!1 122kn+1 = 12 ;if 2�kn�1 > 2bn, lkn � n2 and limn!1 kn = 1. This is satis�ed if, forexample, kn = dlog2(1=4bn)e � 1(!1) and li = max2fn : kn � ig.So for all fbng, there is flkg,u and z that lim supn!1PfjbLn(Dn(u; z))�L�(u)j > bng � 1=2, whih implies that for all fbng, there is flkg,u and zthat for any � > 0PfjbLn(Dn(u; z))� L�(u)j > bng > 12 � � in�nitely often: 2Corollary 4.3. (Antos, Devroye and Gy�orfi (1999)) For any se-quene of estimates fbLng and for any sequene fbng of positive numbersonverging to zero, a distribution of (X; Y ) on N �f0; 1g may be found suhthat EfjbLn � L�jg � bn in�nitely often: 2This means that every sequene tending to zero is an individual lower rateof onvergene for the lass D of all distributions on N � f0; 1g.



4. Funtional estimation 83Remark. In pattern reognition, another important quantity is the asymp-toti error probability of the nearest neighbor rule, LNN = 2P1i=1 �(i)�(i)(1��(i)) (see Devroye et al. (1996), Chapter 5). We an also estimate LNN on-sistently by a plug-in estimate, the proof is similar to that of Therorem 4.1.Observing that for the sublass of distributions used in the proof of The-orem 4.10, LNN = L�, we get that the slow-rate result also holds for theestimation of LNN. The same is true for the asymptoti error probability ofthe k-nearest neighbor rule, LkNN = P1i=1 �(i)�k(�(i)), where �k is a suitablepolinom (see Devroye et al. (1996), Chapter 5). 2Remark. Noting that if � � p (on the support of X) then L� = min(p; 1�p)(even, L� = 1=2 if and only if � � 1=2), one an interpret deiding whether� � p or not, as a �rst small step toward estimating L�. Interestingly, inspite of the slow-rate result above, for given p, testing whether � � p (andso whether L� = 1=2) or not an be performed at an exponential rate, thatis, there is a sequene of tests fTn : (N � f0; 1g)n 7! f0; 1gg, suh thatPfTn(Dn) 6= If��pgg � a � bn, b < 1 for all distributions of (X; Y ). 24.4 Rate of onvergeneAording to the results of the previous setion, in order to get rate-of-onvergene results, we have to assume onditions to the distribution. Thereare suh results for the expetation, and we show a rate-of-onvergene resultfor the plug-in estimation of entropy and mutual information.Expetation. As it was predited in the seond Remark after Theorem 4.6,assuming m(p) = EfjXjpg <1, the theorem below implies the upper boundof O� 1n1�1=p�for the L1 error of the plug-in estimates of the expetation.



4. Funtional estimation 84Theorem 4.11. (Bahr and Esseen (1965), see Theorem 2.6.20 inPetrov (1995)) For 1 � p � 2, if EfjXjpg <1 then formn = Pni=1Xin ;Efjmn �mjg � (Efjmn �mjpg)1=p � (2EfjXjpg)1=pn1�1=p : 2This means that for 1 � p � 2 for any sequene fbng tending to zero,lind(Dp; f 1bnn1�1=pg) = 0, that is, f 1bnn1�1=pg is an individual upper rate ofonvergene for the lass Dp of distributions with �nite m(p).Entropy. Assuming appropriate tail ondition, the theorem below impliesthe upper bound of O lognn�=(1+�)!for the L2 error of the plug-in estimates of the entropy.Theorem 4.12. (Antos (1999b)) Assume that for some 0 < � � 1 thereexist positive onstants 1, 2 > 0 and a suitable indexing of the weight vetorfpig suh that 1=i1+� � pi � 2=i1+�. Then for the L2 error of the plug-inestimate Ef(Hn �H)2g = O log2 nn2�=(1+�)! :Remark. If � > 1 the proof gives O(log2 n=n). 2Proof. By (4.2) and (b) and (d) following the proof of Theorem 4.3, it isenough to prove that H �EHn = O lognn�=(1+�)! :First we prove thatH � EHn � 1Xi=1 pi log2  1 + 1� pinpi ! :



4. Funtional estimation 85Observe that for any i,E [�pn;i log2 pn;i℄= � nXk=0 kn log2 kn nk!pki (1� pi)n�k= �pi nXk=1 log2 kn n� 1k � 1!pk�1i (1� pi)n�1�(k�1)= �pi n�1Xk=0 log2 k + 1n  n� 1k !pki (1� pi)n�1�k= �piE(log2  (n� 1)pn�1;i + 1n !)� �pi log2  (n� 1)pi + 1n ! ;where in the last step we applied Jensen's inequality for the onave funtionlog2 x. Summing for iEHn � � 1Xi=1 pi log2  (n� 1)pi + 1n ! ;and so H �EHn � 1Xi=1 pi log2  1 + 1� pinpi ! � 1Xi=1 pi log2  1 + 1npi! :Splitting this sum into two terms1Xi=1 pi log2  1 + 1npi! � 1Xi:npi�1 pi log2 2npi + 1Xi:npi>1 pi 1npi� 1Xi:npi�1 pi log2 1pi + 1Xi:npi>1 1nfor n � 2. Now taking the bounds on pi, pi > 1=n implies i < (2n) 11+� andpi � 1=n implies i � (1n) 11+� . So for the seond term1Xi:npi>1 1n � b(2n) 11+� n �  11+�2 n� �1+� :For n large enough, the �rst term1Xi:npi�1 pi log2 1pi � 1Xi�(1n)1=(1+�) K1i1+� log2 i



4. Funtional estimation 86� K1log 2 1Z(1n)1=(1+�)�1 logxx1+� dx= K1log 2 " 1� logxx� + 1�2 1x� #(1n)1=(1+�)�11� K2 lognn�=(1+�)onludes the theorem. 2Mutual information. Again, using the identity I = H(V ) + H(W ) �H(V;W ), the results for entropy estimation show that assuming appropriatetail ondition, the theorem below implies the upper bound ofO lognn�=(1+�)!for the L2 error of the plug-in estimates of the mutual information.Corollary 4.4. (Antos (1999b)) Assume that the tail ondition of The-orem 4.12 holds for the distributions of V , W and also (V;W ). Then for theL2 error of the plug-in estimateEf(In � I)2g = O log2 nn2�=(1+�)! : 2Remark. If � > 1 the proof gives O(log2 n=n). 2
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